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ABSTRACT
TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN SCATTERING BY DIELECTRIC 
TARGETS WITH GENTLY VARYING CROSS SECTIONS.
Name: Friel, Edward Michael
University of Dayton, 1992
Advisor: Dr. Krishna M. Pasala
A new methodology is applied to the moment method to find the 
electromagnetic field scattered by dielectric targets with gently varying cross 
sections. The dielectric targets may be inhomogeneous and dispersive but are 
isotropic and linear.
A volume integral equation is formulated which expresses the scattered field 
in terms of equivalent currents in the dielectric target. The dielectric is first 
divided into blocks. Each block is bounded by a contour. Each contour is used 
to realize a two-dimensional dielectric body with the same cross section and 
permittivity as the contour. The equivalent current in each two-dimensional 
contour is calculated using the moment method. The current in the two- 
dimensional body is assumed to be the same as that in the contour of the dielectric 
target. The volumetric current in the dielectric target is then found by assuming
iii
the current varies linearly in magnitude and phase between each contour. This 
reduces a triple integral to a double integral. The scattered field is then calculated 
using the volumetric current.
The mathematical formulation for the methodology was derived for both planar 
and curved dielectric targets and then applied to three planar targets. A program
was then written to calculate the monostatic RCS, the bistatic RCS, and the 
scattered field in one direction as a function of frequency. A separate program 
was written to calculate the impulse response using the inverse Fourier transform.
Theoretically computed results are compared to measured data. In general the 
agreement was very good. The monostatic RCS plots are in good agreement but 
began to deviate at grazing incidence when the frequency increases. The 
backscatter frequency responses from each of the targets are in good agreement. 
The measured and calculated impulse responses are in excellent agreement. The 
measured impulse response from each target was compared to that of an infinite 
planar dielectric slab with the same thickness and permittivity. The measured data 
then revealed large diffractions from the edges of the dielectric target. The edge 
diffraction was stronger than the reflections from the surfaces of the dielectric.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The study of electromagnetic scattering by dielectric targets is a subject of 
current interest in the literature. Many objects, such as biological tissue and 
radomes, are important dielectric scatterers. Calculating the scattered field from 
most objects is usually a formidable problem. An exact eigenfunction solution is 
possible only for certain geometries. Therefore, numerical techniques are applied 
to approximate the solution. This thesis applies a new methodology to calculate 
the scattered field from three-dimensional inhomogeneous dielectrics with gently 
varying cross sections.
There are many numerical techniques available to solve scattering problems. 
Each of them has its advantages and disadvantages. The choice of the technique 
depends largely upon the electrical size of the target. If the target’s dimensions 
are large compared to a wavelength, high frequency asymptotic techniques such 
as the Geometric Theory of Diffraction [1-5] may be used. However, if the target 
dimensions are on the order of magnitude of a wavelength, the best approach may 
be to use an integral equation. The integral equation can be solved using the
1
2method of moments [6,7], Unfortunately, sometimes, the target may be too large 
for a conventional method of moments approach but at the same time may not be 
amenable to solution by asymptotic techniques as may be the case when 
appropriate diffraction coefficients are not available. Unfortunately, sometimes the 
problem may fall between the two techniques described. To overcome this, a new 
methodology is used to extend that applicability of numerical techniques to 
electrically large targets.
To apply the moment method, the problem is set up as an integral equation. 
The currents may be either surface or volumetric currents depending upon the 
particular problem. Applying the moment method reduces the integral equation 
to a system of linear equations. These equations form a matrix equation. The 
matrix equation may be solved using standard linear algebra routines.
Frequently it is desirable to know how a target scatters in both the time and 
frequency domains. This may be determined in two ways. The scattered field can 
be found as a function of frequency using one of the techniques described earlier. 
The time response can then be found using the inverse Fourier Transform. 
Alternatively, the scattered field could be found directly in the time domain using 
a technique such as the Finite Difference Time Domain method (FDTD). The 
frequency response is then found using the Fourier Transform. The former 
approach is used in this thesis.
3Previous Work
Formulating the scattered field in terms of equivalent currents results in an 
integral equation. This integral equation is solved using the method of moments 
[7]. For two-dimensional dielectric cylinders Richmond [8,9] was the first to 
solve the integral equation using the method of moments. This technique could 
be applied to arbitrarily shaped dielectric targets. However, the dielectric 
cylinders are infinite in one dimension and have an invariant cross section. The 
moment method was then applied to inhomogeneous three-dimensional bodies by 
breaking the dielectric body into small cubical cells [10]. Mautz and Harrington 
then reduced the computation time needed with the moment method for bodies of 
revolution [11]. This analysis was then extended to axially inhomogeneous bodies 
of revolution [12]. The moment method was then applied to arbitrary three- 
dimensional targets by subdividing the volume into tetrahedrons [13]. This 
allowed much greater flexibility in the modeling of the dielectric structure since 
the volume was broken up into tetrahedrons instead of cubes.
In all cases in which the target was not a body of revolution, the calculation 
of the scattered field requires a large amount of computer time and memory. This 
is because the moment method produces a matrix whose size is proportional to the 
electrical size of the target. For a two-dimensional target the matrix size is 
proportional to the cross sectional area of the target. For a three-dimensional 
target, the matrix size is proportional to the volume of the target. The larger the
4matrix, the longer it takes to solve. Numerical problems also limit the maximum 
size of the matrix which limits the size of the target that may be analyzed.
Present Approach
To increase the electrical size of the target that can analyzed a new 
methodology developed by Pasala and his coworkers colleagues [14,15] is used. 
This methodology involves breaking the dielectric into a series of two dimensional 
slices along its axis and finding the current on each slice assuming that the target 
can be assumed locally two-dimensional. The current is found using any 
appropriate two dimensional technique. The current is assumed to vary linearly 
between the slices. This allows one of the integrals of the current to be evaluated 
in closed form. This greatly reduces the calculations needed to solve the problem. 
This approach was first tried by Frederick [14] at the University of Dayton in 
1987 for perfectly conducting ogives with invariant cross sections. Good results 
were obtained. It was then tried on dielectric straps with invariant cross sections 
at the Ohio State University [16]. Ortiz then used this methodology on perfectly 
conducting tapered ogives with good results [15]. This methodology is applied to 
dielectric targets with gently varying cross sections.
Computational Savings
The computer time required to solve a matrix of N unknowns is 
proportional to N3 [17]. The number of unknowns is proportional to the volume
5of the dielectric. Let the dielectric, for example, be a rectangular plate of volume 
V = LWH. The computer time required to solve this problem would be 
proportional to (LWH)3 = (L3)(W3)(H3).
Using the present methodology, the computational time and memory 
requirements of the computer can be significantly reduced. The current in one 
two-dimensional slice is found using the method of moments. In this case the 
number of unknowns in one slice is proportional to N = LW. The computational 
time required to solve the scattering problem is then proportional to X(N3) = 
X((LW)3) = X(L3)(W3) where X is the number of two dimensional slices used. 
Therefore, the computational savings are (H3)/X. If H is the largest dimension and 
the cross section is slowly varying so that only a few slices need to be used then 
the computational savings are very significant. By taking advantage of the 
computational savings, a larger dielectric scatterer can be analyzed.
Dielectric Targets
The dielectric targets can be very general. They may have a cross section that 
varies along one axis. They may also be inhomogeneous since the methodology 
is applied to a volume integral equation. The formulation is developed for both 
planar and curved dielectric targets. The dielectric targets may have a complex 
permittivity that varies with frequency since the calculations are performed in the 
frequency domain. The methodology can be applied to a wide range of dielectric
6targets.
Three specific dielectric targets were analyzed. All three are homogeneous and 
planar. One dielectric body has an invariant cross section while the cross section 
of the other two change slowly. Two of the dielectrics are relatively small and 
light weight while the third has a relatively large permittivity and a volume of 
0.005 m3. These dielectric targets are chosen to validate the theory.
Outputs
Several outputs were used to analyze the scattering from the dielectric targets. 
The main program calculates the scattered field as a function frequency, the 
bistatic RCS, and the monostatic RCS while a separate program calculates the 
impulse response from the frequency response. These programs are included in 
Appendix B. The frequency response displays the scattered field in one direction 
as a function of frequency. This information is useful when using the dielectric 
as a radome. The impulse response can easily be found from the frequency 
response by using the inverse Fourier transform. It can be used to determine the 
scattering centers on a dielectric target. It can also be used to find the effect of 
the dielectric on a waveform. This information may be obtained using the 
convolution integral. For example suppose the incident waveform is a narrow 
pulse. The impulse response can be convolved with the pulse to determine the 
effect of the dielectric on the pulse. The bistatic RCS displays how the field varies
7as only the observation angle changes. This can be used to determine the effect 
on the beamwidth of a signal after it passes through a dielectric radome. The 
monostatic RCS is also available from the program. It displays the backscatter as 
a function of angle. This output may be useful in determining how rapidly the 
output changes as the incident angle changes. The outputs from the programs 
allow a complete analysis of the dielectric target.
CHAPTER H
THEORY
We consider the problem of calculating the scattered field from a finite 
cylindrical target whose cross section is arbitrary and which may vary along the 
axis of the cylinder. The dielectric may be inhomogeneous with a permittivity that 
varies with frequency. The polarization is arbitrary. The type of illumination is 
also arbitrary, although, we limit the analysis to plane wave incidence. An exact 
analytic solution of this problem is not available. However, the solution may be 
approximated numerically.
This problem may be formulated as an integral equation which may then be 
solved, for instance, using the method of moments. Since the target under 
consideration is inhomogeneous, a volume integral equation must be used. The 
typical procedure consists of sub-dividing the target into a number of small cells. 
The cells must be small enough such that the field in them may be considered 
constant. The integral equation is then enforced at the center of each cell. This 
technique is described in Appendix A. This procedure reduces the integral 
equation to a system of linear equations which may then be solved using linear
8
9algebra routines. The number of unknowns is proportional to the volume of the 
target and the cpu time required to solve the matrix equation is proportional to the 
third power of the number of unknowns. Therefore, the cpu time is proportional 
to ninth power of the linear dimension of the target. Even with the availability of 
large super computers, the computational load becomes too demanding. It should 
be noted that the memory requirements become very demanding as well. These 
factors limit the electrical size of the target to a few wavelengths. However, most 
practical problems involve targets that are considerably larger. To overcome these 
limitations we develop and present a methodology that reduces the large complex 
problem into several smaller and simpler problems which may be more easily 
solved. The solution technique is approximate, but it is reasonably accurate.
Methodology
Consider a three-dimensional target illuminated by a plane wave as shown in 
figure 1. The coordinate system is set up so that the z-axis is parallel to the axis 
of the cylinder. The target is divided into a number of blocks as shown in figure 
la. Each block is bounded by cross-sectional contours and the blocks are 
numbered in such a way that the mth block is bounded by the mth and (m +l)th 
contours. Determining the volumetric current in the target consists of determining 
the current in each block. The current in any block may be determined by 
calculating the current on the contours bounding the block and assuming the
10
Figure l: (a) Three-dimensional Dielectric Target Shown 
Divided into N Contours Creating N - 1 Blocks, (b) M*
Contour Approximated as a Two-Dimensional Dielectric Target
current varies linearly between the contours. For this approximation to be valid, 
the separation of the contours must be small. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 
III. Therefore, the problem of determining the current on the target is reduced to 
calculating the current on each of the contours. The fundamental approximation 
of this methodology is now made. The current on the mth contour is taken to be 
the current on a two dimensional cylinder with the same cross sectional area and
11
incident field as shown in figure lb. This is a two-dimensional problem and is 
much easier to solve then the original three-dimensional problem. The two- 
dimensional problem may be solved using any conventional technique. In this 
case, the method of moments is used. The original three-dimensional problem is 
reduced to a sequence of two dimensional problems. If the original target contains 
N blocks then N + l two dimensional problems must be solved. It is interesting 
to note that the current on a cross sectional contour may be determined 
independent of the any other cross sectional contour. This feature allows the 
method to be implemented on a parallel processing machine in a very effective 
way. If there were to be N + l processors, then each of the processors can 
determine the current on each contour simultaneously and independent of the other
processors.
This computational procedure involves two distinct types of convergence. One 
type is the convergence of the current in the two-dimensional cylinder. This is the 
current in the contour. The second type deals with the number of blocks used to 
model the three dimensional target. The separation of the contours must be small 
enough such that the current varies linearly between them. These two types of 
convergence are discussed in detail in Chapter III.
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Mathematical Formulation
This formulation is valid for inhomogeneous, dispersive, linear, isotropic, 
lossy dielectrics. The formulation discussed is for the TM polarization. In this 
case, the electric field vector is parallel to the z-axis. The formulation for the TE 
polarization is similar.
The incident field is given by
(1)
where Eq = the incident amplitude
7_
P = _  = phase constant
A,
0 = observation angle 
and 0 '=  incident angle.
In general there are both equivalent electric and magnetic currents inside the 
dielectric. These currents are given by the expressions [8,9]
J  = ja t0(er- l )E (2)
and
where e = relative permittivity of the dielectric
= relative permeability of the dielectric
£  = the electric field inside the dielectric
(3)
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f t  = the magnetic field inside the dielectric.
For cases under consideration, the dielectric is nonmagnetic. Therefore,
R, = 1 (4)
and = 0 • (5)
The scattered field is then found using the vector potentials which are
I  - JG & ,'
f t  = eQf  t M Gdv1 = 0
where G is the free space Green’s function given by,
G = - ----
and R = | f  -  F'|
f '  = the position vector to the source point 
f  = the position vector to the observation point.
In the far field the Green’s function can be approximated by,
-/P(r-F'-a,)
G = -------------
4nr
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
where r = the distance to the observation point and
14
ar = ax sin0 cos<|> + ay sin0 sin<|> + az cos0 • (10)
The far field electric vector potential is therefore,
A = C J eW  '■*>*, . (11)
4rcr
In the far zone the scattered electric field is given by
Es = -j&A ■ (12)
If one neglects the radial components of the magnetic vector potential. All 
observations are made in the XY plane. Therefore,
r = p (13)
for © = 21 . (14)
2
The general expression for the scattered far field is
-  _ >Pp r j e+j^ 7'' (A008* + . (15)
s 4 k p
This expression is applied to both planar and curved dielectric targets. For planar 
targets rectangular coordinates are used. For curved targets, cylindrical
coordinates are used.
15
Planar Dielectric Targets
The equivalent volumetric current, as described previously, is approximated 
with a sequence of two-dimensional currents. A typical planar dielectric is shown 
in figure 2. The current in the m11 two-dimensional slice is
J k x ' y ' j ' j  = \J(x',y' V4.U,,y',O (16)
Similarly, the current in the (m +l)th two-dimensional slice is
J{x ',y ',i'm^  = |/ ( x / ,y/ , C 1)| (17)
These currents are found using the technique described in Appendix A. They are 
assumed to be the same as the actual equivalent currents in the finite dielectric 
target. The volumetric current anywhere in the block is found from these 
expressions by assuming the current varies linearly in magnitude and phase 
between each slice. Therefore, the mathematical expression for the current is:
Jto'y'X) « 8e
8( (18)
This approximation will reduce the radiation integral from a triple integral to a
16
Figure 2: Typical Planar Dielectric Target
17
double integral since one of the integrals can now be evaluated in closed form. 
We see from figure 2 that the differential volume element is given by,
dv' = dx' dy' dt! ■ (19)
The vector to the source point is
r' = x'd + y'd ■ (20)
The equation for the scattered field is found by substituting equations (18) and (20) 
into equation (15). This yields
-7Pp N-i
4 k  p £///m=l i W
of . (21)
Let
Cl =
6C
-  lZn(X Z »gm) I
and C 2 =
8i
*/
e
(22)
(23)
18
Equation (21) becomes
-)Pp n-i
4itp E f f f  [l I + c.(«' -  <)]m=l
e + g+>P(x/co8<t)+y/siii4>)j j^y/jfj./ (24)
The two £' integrals are separated and carried out in closed form. The result is:
E, = -;onoc
JPp N-l
4np £  f fm-1
e +>p(x/cos<|> + y 's in l)^  / j *  /
- ;g>P0«-/Pp N-l
4np m = l .
g +/P(x/cos<ti+y/s in 4 ))jy  / j ^ / (25)
The two £' integrals can easily be evaluated in closed form. They are represented 
as Gj and G2 respectively. Note that:
(26)
E, =
19
(27)
Therefore,
~ju\ioe -ypp n-i
4 k  p
£  / /  [ j tx 'Z O G . + C,e ^ ' ^ G 2
m=l
e  +/P(x/co6<t>+/sin<}>) J y  / f a  /  _
Specifically we are interested in the Radar Cross Section (RCS) which is defined
as
lim „ i  |£s
o = 4nr2— —
f-^O O
|£„l
(28)
This parameter is independent of the distance r. 
The first £' integral is:
<"+At e +> di' (29)
This integral is easily evaluated in closed form. The result is:
G. =
ai\ sin c “ '
(M) (30)\
From equation (23) we see that if the phases of the currents on two consecutive
20
(31)
slices are the same then,
C2 =  0.
This occurs when the cross section of the dielectric does not vary along the z axis.
In this case
lim ^!
C2- 0
(32)= M  ■
The second integral with respect to ( ' is,
(33)
This integral can also be evaluated in closed form. The result is:
2 '
(34)
Again, if the dielectric target has an invariant cross section
C2 =  0 (35)
21
UmGj _ (AC)2 
Q - o  -  2
and (36)
For planar dielectric targets we see from figure 2 that
AC = (secy)Az . (37)
The formulation is now developed for curved targets.
Curved dielectric Targets
The equation for the scattered field can also be written in polar coordinates. 
This formulation is for curved dielectrics. A typical curved dielectric is shown in 
figure 3. The starting point is equation (15). This is:
’ 4np Jv'
Again the source cell is located at:
F' = x'ax + y'ay ■ (39)
Therefore,
Fz • (d cos<J) + avsin<|>) = x /cos<|> + y'suwj) • (40)■* z
In polar coordinates:
22
Figure 3: Typical Curved Dielectric Target
x '  = p'cos^7 
y ' = p/sin<t>/ •
This yields
x'coscj) + y'siiHj) = p/cos(<h~<|)/) ■ 
Equation (28) becomes
j? _ 7<l)Poe r  7 -t/Pp'cosCijc  ^ jy/
4np Jy>J e  ™
23
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
The volumetric current is the same as that in equation (18) except that it is 
expressed in polar coordinates.
J (p ',* ',6  ‘
e
^L (p'.«p' ^  + W p'XC,) ~
of
Equation (38) is therefore,
E =
-J“>[ioe JPp V-l
4k p tfl = l
i z . f p 'x q
oC
6{
(45)
24
(46)
♦-u(p'.*'4u) -  ♦ -(p ,.* ,.O
61
As seen from figure 3, the differential volume element is
dv/ = p'dp'dtfdtf • (47)
Let
and
c i =
C2 =
iZ n ^ P ^ X l )  I " ^ ( p ^ X )  I
6f
(48)
6«
(49)
Therefore, equation (46) is:
E. = -yoix0c
->Pp n-i
4np
£  / / /  l
JW=1
jypp'cos^ -ij/) p'dp'dtf
25
-;wRoe -;Pp a m
4n  p
+ypp'cos(*-*5
Note that
W = 1
p 'dp^tj/ • (50)
/ ( P',<i,',o = i / „ ( p w o k '* - <p'* '6 (51)
and the closed from integrals are the same as for the planar case. The scattered
field becomes
Es =
-J«>Voe -;Pp n - i
4 k  p
E // [W .O g. V
m=l
g t /p P ^ - ^ p / jp / j^ /  . (52)
The RCS is calculated by substituting equation (52) into equation (28).
CHAPTER m
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A computer program was written to calculate the scattered field and the 
corresponding RCS from dielectric targets using the theory described previously. 
A listing of the computer program can be found in Appendix B. The program can
calculate the monostatic RCS, bistatic RCS, and the scattered field in one direction 
as a function of frequency. Once the scattered field as a function of frequency is 
known, the impulse response can easily be determined using the inverse Fast
Fourier transform.
To validate the theory and the program, measurements were made on various 
dielectrics at Mission Research Corporation. The bistatic RCS was not measured 
for any of the targets. Therefore, there were no calculations made for the bistatic 
RCS. The dielectrics investigated are shown in figures 4 through 6.
Convergence
The convergence of the calculated scattering patterns depend upon two factors. 
The first is the convergence of the solution for the current in the two-dimensional 
slice. This depends upon the size of the cells in the dielectric. The current in one
26
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Figure 4: Glass Epoxy Target with er = 4.5 - j0.1125 
two-dimensional slice is found using the moment method in Appendix A. For this 
current to converge, the dielectric had to be divided into cells that were small 
enough such that the field in each cell could be considered constant. The second 
factor affecting the convergence is the number of blocks in the dielectric target. 
A block is defined as the part of the dielectric between two consecutive two- 
dimensional slices. The block size affects convergence as well as the cell size. 
The current is assumed to vary linearly in both magnitude and phase between each
28
Figure 5: Plexiglass Target with er = 2.68 -j0.034 
slice. Therefore, the slices need to be close enough together for this 
approximation to be valid. The convergence of the volumetric current depends 
upon both the number of slices and the number of cells in each slice.
To determine the convergence of the current in one two-dimensional slice, the 
dielectric target in figure 4 is used. Since the dielectric target has no variation 
along the z-axis, the current in every two-dimensional slice is the same. 
Therefore, current on only one two-dimensional slice needs to be determined. 
This convergence factor is isolated from the convergence that depends upon the 
block size. Figure 7 shows the backscatter RCS at normal incidence from the
29
dielectric target in figure 4. Convergence is obtained when the length of the side 
of a cell is between 0.05 and 0.1 wavelengths in the dielectric.
From figure 7 we see that the RCS has the greatest deviation at 5.9 GHz. At 
this frequency there is a 17.8 % error. The percent error is not calculated in dBsm 
but in square meters. The backscatter RCS at this frequency using cells with side 
lengths between 0.1 and 0.2 wavelengths in the dielectric was calculated in less 
than 1 second on a HP 9000 Series 730 computer. The same calculation took 3 
minutes 14 seconds using cells with side lengths between 0.05 and 0.1 wavelengths 
in the dielectric. The large increase in computer run time occurs because the
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number of cells is increased by a factor of 4. This increases the size of the matrix 
by a factor of 4. Richmond [8] observes that convergence occurs when the length 
of the side of a cell is less than 0.2 wavelengths. While slightly better results can 
be obtained with smaller cells, the improvement is not worth the increased 
computer time and memory. Therefore, all calculations, unless otherwise 
specified, were performed using Richmond’s cell size criteria.
The convergence of the scattered field is also dependent upon the block height.
This is the distance between two consecutive two-dimensional slices. This
convergence factor is studied using the dielectric target in figure 5. The dielectric 
is divided into several blocks such that the block height ranges from 0.125X to 
0.2X. For each block height, the backscatter RCS was calculated for all angles of 
incidence. The results at 2 and 4 GHz are shown in figures 8 and 9 respectively. 
In figure 8 we see that convergence is quickly achieved at angles near broadside 
but the RCS is slow to converge at angles near grazing incidence. In figure 9 the 
RCS also quickly converges near broadside but is even slower to converge near 
grazing incidence. Figure 10 shows the monostatic RCS at 2 GHz and a block 
height of 0.25X for two different cell sizes. It is easily seen that making the cells 
smaller only smooths the response. It does not improve the convergence. Unless 
specifically stated, all calculations were done with the slices separated by 0.25X. 
The scattered field quickly converges near broadside incidence but converges 
more slowly near grazing incidence.
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Frequency Response
It is often desirable to know the RCS as a function of frequency. The 
backscatter RCS from the dielectric targets in figures 4 through 6 was measured 
from 2 to 18 GHz in steps of 10 MHz. The lower and upper frequency limits 
were set by the measuring equipment. Calculations can be done at lower as well 
as higher frequencies. There is no lower limit for calculating the RCS with the 
moment method. While there is no limit on the maximum frequency at which the 
moment method computations may be made, in practice, the capacity of the 
computer sets a limit. The higher the frequency the larger the matrix for each 
two-dimensional slice. The number of matrices also increases as the frequency 
increases since the physical distance between the slices becomes smaller. As the 
size and number of matrices increase, the computer time and memory requirements 
increase. There is no lower frequency limit for calculating the scattered field with 
the moment method but the upper frequency is limited by the speed and memory 
of the computer.
If the upper frequency limit is too small it can be increased artificially by 
predicting what the frequency response might be at higher frequencies. This can 
be done with the Burg Algorithm [20]. The Burg Algorithm uses the electric field 
at the known frequencies to estimate what the field may be at nearby frequencies. 
Therefore, the bandwidth of data can be increased. However, the more frequency 
points predicted beyond the frequency limits, the less accurate the estimate. This
36
algorithm can be used to extend the frequency range but only to a limited extent.
The moment method reduces the integral equation to a system of linear 
equations. These equations are represented as a matrix equation. To find the 
scattered field it is necessary to solve the matrix equation. Recall from linear 
algebra that if two or more of the linear equations are identical, there is an infinite 
number of solutions to the matrix equation [19]. If, however, two or more of the 
linear equations are almost the same, the solution to matrix equation may yield an 
incorrect result. This happens because of round-off error. In this case the matrix 
is said to be ill-conditioned. From observing the scattered field, it may not be 
possible to determine if the matrix is ill-conditioned. However, by monitoring the 
condition number of the matrix, it is possible to determine if the matrix is ill-
conditioned.
Figures 11, 12 and 13 show the measured and calculated backscatter frequency 
responses for the planar targets in figures 4, 5, and 6 respectively. The nulls 
occur when the dielectric target is a half a wavelength thick. At this frequency the 
dielectric appears as a transparent window. The null is finite because the wave is 
diffracted from the edges of dielectric target. Note that the measured and 
calculated curves are in good agreement. In all cases the maximum frequency for 
the calculated data was less than the measured data. This is due to limitations on 
the computer speed and memory.
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Impulse Response
The impulse response displays the scattered field as a function of time. It is 
used to determine scattering centers on the target that scatter energy back to the 
source. The response is easily found by taking the inverse fast Fourier transform 
[21] of the backscatter frequency domain data. The field data and not the RCS 
data must be used since it contains the necessary phase information. A listing of 
the computer program used to calculate the impulse response is included Appendix
B.
The separation of the samples in time is inversely related to the frequency 
sampling by the equation,
At 1
N b f
(53)
where At = the time between samples
Af = the spacing between frequency samples 
N = the number of samples
The number of sample points, N, must be an integer multiple of 2 as dictated 
by the particular version of the fast Fourier transform used here. The upper 
frequencies can be padded with zeros, if necessary, to satisfy this requirement. 
The frequencies below 2 GHz are padded with zeros since no measurements were 
made in this frequency range. This assumes that there is no useful information at 
these frequencies. Note that the number of samples, N, includes the negative
41
frequencies.
The velocity of an electromagnetic wave in a nonmagnetic medium is
V = A d = _1_ = _ c _  = _C_ (54)
A t Tile
where
c = the speed of light = 3.0E8 m/s 
er = dielectric constant.
From this equation we have
a<j = (55)
where Ad represents distance between sample points. Note that Ad is not constant 
everywhere. The distance is smaller inside a dielectric than in free space.
If At is the time it takes for an electromagnetic wave to travel to a reflection 
boundary and back, then the distance between boundaries is Ax where
Ax = cAt . (56)
Solving this equation for At yields
At .  .
c
(57)
Using the known distance between boundaries, Ax, this equation can be used to
c42
(58)
determine the time between reflections on the impulse response.
Equation (53) can be combined with (56) to yield
Ax =
2 N ^ f / e ~
The target resolution is inversely related to the product NAf. Increasing N or Af 
to improve the resolution requires increasing the maximum frequency at which 
data is taken. Increasing N by padding the upper frequencies with zeros will 
smooth the impulse response but not improve the resolution. The resolution is 
dependent on the bandwidth of the data as will be shown.
The Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms are defined as [22]
X  ( f ) =  f  x  (  t )  e  j 2 ’ f c d t  
J - 0 0
(59)
and x (  t )  = f ~ X ( f )  e ^ 2 K f td f (60)
respectively. The impulse response is the inverse Fourier transform of the 
frequency response. This is expressed mathematically as
h ( t )  = f "  H ( f )  e i 2* f t d f
J —oo (61)
43
To mathematically account for a finite amount of data, we multiply the frequency 
domain data by a rectangular pulse that spans the entire bandwidth of data. The 
rectangular pulse is formed by subtracting two unit step functions as shown in 
equation (62)
u( -  u< f - f m ) (62)
where fmax is the maximum frequency at which data is taken. Therefore, the 
impulse response becomes
h ( t )  -  d f  (63)
Recall from the properties of the Fourier transform [22] that the inverse Fourier 
transform of the product of two functions is equal to the convolution of the inverse 
Fourier transform of each function. This can be expressed mathematically as
f X E ( f )  G ( f )  e J '2 n f t d f  = e ( t )  * g ( c )  (64)
where e(t) = the inverse Fourier Transform of E(f)
g(t) = the inverse Fourier Transform of G(f)
* denotes convolution.
Equation (64) is used with equation (63) to find the impulse response. Therefore, 
we must first find the inverse Fourier transform of the rectangular pulse in
44
equation (62). It can be shown that
/■  = 2 f nax • («5)J - L J 2xfinaxt
Using equations (63), (64), and (65) the impulse response becomes
A,(t> =A(t> ♦(2f- 3ln2nllTt>) (66)
where h(t) = the actual impulse response of the physical system 
h*(t) = the calculated impulse response.
Equation (66) shows that the actual impulse response is multiplied by a scale factor 
and convolved with the pattern factor F where
F = (67)
The nulls for this pattern occur at
t  = (68)
To clearly separate two scattering centers, the main lobes of their scattering 
patterns should not overlap. The minimum time between scattering points should
45
(69)
therefore be,
This equation can be combined with (56) to yield
cAx (70)
The term Axmin is the minimum distance between two scattering centers that could 
be resolved. It is clear from this equation that the only way to improve the 
resolution for a given target is to increase the maximum frequency at which data
is taken.
Infinite Planar Dielectric Target
The infinite lossless planar dielectric in figure 14 is used to demonstrate the 
time domain analysis. The thickness of the dielectric is finite while the other two 
dimensions extend to infinity. A z polarized electromagnetic impulse is travelling 
in the x-direction and is normally incident on the dielectric as shown. In this case 
the polarization is irrelevant since the wave is normally incident. Figure 14 shows 
that some of the energy passes through each boundary while some energy is 
reflected at each boundary.
The impulse response is found by first calculating the frequency response. This
46
is done by finding the reflection coefficient as a function of frequency using 
transmission line techniques. The reflection coefficient, T, is defined by:
r  = Z° (71)
2  in  + 2 o
where Zin = the wave impedance looking into the slab.
Zq = free space wave impedance = 120tt.
From transmission line theory [23], we know that the impedance seen looking into
a transmission line is
47
'In
ZL + j'Z dtan (P f) \ 
Zd + j'Z £tan(p«) ) (72)
where 3 = the phase constant inside the transmission line
£ = length of the transmission line
Z L = load impedance
120k = characteristic impedance of the
transmission line.
In this case, the load is free space. Therefore,
ZL = Zo (73)
The reflected field is given by:
Ez = rEoe +^ xSz (74)
where Eq = the amplitude of the incident wave
x = the observation distance.
The magnitude of the backscattered field for the dielectric in figure 14 is 
shown in figure 15. At the nulls the dielectric is a half a wavelength thick. At 
these frequencies Zin = Zo and the reflection coefficient is zero. All the energy
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is being transmitted through the dielectric.
The impulse response is shown in figure 16. Note that it contains three 
spikes. The spike at 50.0 nanoseconds is from the air-dielectric boundary and 
corresponds to Erl in figure 14. The return is inverted because the permittivity of 
the dielectric is greater than that of free space. The next return is at 50.7 
nanoseconds. This is in figure 14. From equation (57) we have
Ax = 0.0525 m = 2" (75)
The second return is therefore from the dielectric-air boundary since the dielectric 
is 2" thick. The peak is smaller than the one at 50.0 nanoseconds because less 
energy arrives at this reflection boundary. The spike is positive because the 
reflection at this boundary is positive. The spike at 51.4 nanoseconds is the 
second reflection from the dielectric-air boundary. This corresponds to E^ in 
figure 14. The impulse response correctly shows the reflections from the surfaces 
of the dielectric target.
The time response of the infinite planar dielectric in figure 14 should contain 
impulses separated by a short time. These impulses are reflections from the 
surfaces of the dielectric. Note that each impulse is effectively convolved with the 
pattern function in equation (67). The time between reflections is equal to the time 
it takes the electromagnetic wave to transverse the dielectric back and forth once. 
The velocity of the wave is inversely related to the permittivity of the dielectric 
as shown in equation (54). Therefore, the time between impulse returns depends
50
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upon both the thickness and permittivity of the dielectric.
Finite Planar Dielectric Targets
The measured impulse response of each dielectric target is compared to that 
of an infinite planar dielectric with the same thickness and permittivity. The 
impulse in all cases was determined by calculating the inverse Fourier transform. 
The frequency data for the infinite slab target was calculated using the program in 
Appendix B. The program was changed slightly to account for the lossy 
dielectrics. This is done by slightly changing equation (72) [23], The same 
frequency spacing, frequency range, and number of samples, N, was used to 
calculate the impulse response for each target. This was done so that the impulse 
responses could be compared. These parameters are shown in Table 1. Note that 
the number of samples is much larger than needed. This was done to smooth the 
impulse response. In the Table 1 the time between boundaries is the time it takes 
the electromagnetic wave to travel from the first reflection boundary to the next 
and back to the first boundary. This time is calculated using equation (57). The 
measured impulse response is compared to the infinite planar dielectric target to 
determine the scattering centers on the dielectric target.
The glass epoxy target in figure 4 is analyzed first. Figure 17 shows the 
measured impulse response and the calculated impulse response from a infinite 
planar dielectric with the same thickness and permittivity. Note that the spikes
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from the infinite dielectric slab are separated by a time of about 0.07 nanoseconds. 
From Table 1 it is seen that this is approximately the time it takes for the 
electromagnetic wave to transverse the dielectric back and forth once. The return 
at 50.0 nanoseconds is inverted because the reflection coefficient is negative. 
Similarly, the spike at 50.07 nanoseconds is positive since the reflection coefficient 
is positive. The infinite dielectric response clearly shows a return from the front 
and back surfaces of the dielectric. The measured data, however, can not be used 
to clearly distinguish between these reflections. The large return at 50.1 
nanoseconds also hinders the analysis of the time response. It is not possible to 
determine what the target is from the measured data alone.
Figure 5 shows the geometry of the plexiglass target. The impulse responses 
for this target are shown in figure 18. The two spikes for the infinite dielectric 
are separated by a time of approximately 0.15 nanoseconds. From Table 1 we 
conclude that the spikes are due to the front and back surfaces of the dielectric. 
Again the first return is positive and the second negative. In this case both sets 
of data clearly indicate the scattering centers of the target. However, the measured 
data alone may be misleading because of the large positive spikes at 50.04 
nanoseconds and the large negative spike at 50.18 nanoseconds.
Figure 19 shows the impulse response for the G10 target in figure 6. The 
spike at 50.0 nanoseconds is from the front face of the dielectric. From Table 1 
the spike at approximately 50.18 nanoseconds is due to the back surface of the
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dielectric. Again the returns from each set of data are resolvable. Note again 
that the measured data has large spikes immediately after the reflections from each
surface.
The impulse response was also calculated with the frequency domain data from 
the program that models the actual finite dielectric. Unfortunately, due to 
computer limitations, it was not possible to calculate the frequency response up to 
18 GHz. The frequency intervals of the calculated data were also larger to save 
computer time. To compare the two impulses responses, the measured data was 
"thinned out" so that there were no frequency data points in the measured data that 
were not in the calculated data. The data is summarized in Table 2. The impulse 
response was then calculated for both sets of data. The amplitude of the incident 
waveform used for measurements was thirty times larger than the amplitude used 
for calculating the frequency response. Therefore, the measured data was divided 
by a factor of thirty.
The impulse responses for each dielectric target are shown in figures 20, 21 
and 22. Note that in all three cases the agreement between the measured and 
calculated responses is excellent! This leads to several conclusions: first, the 
measurements are accurate; second, the computer program correctly predicts the 
backscattered field; and third, since the measurements are accurate, the unwanted 
spikes in figures 17, 18, and 19 are not due to noise. The spikes are due to the 
electromagnetic wave diffracting from the edges of the dielectric since this is the
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only difference between the targets. This explains why the spikes occur very 
shortly after the reflections from the surfaces. The impulse responses agree 
surprisingly well considering that noise appears on the measured data in figures
11, 12, and 13.
Monostatic Response
The monostatic or backscatter response shows the RCS of a target for all 
angles of incidence and one frequency. The monostatic response was measured 
and calculated at several frequencies for the plexiglass target shown in figure 5.
The calculated and measured response at 2 GHz is shown in figure 23. Note 
that the peak of the measured data is not exactly at 180 degrees. This is because 
the target was actually measured with two antennas separated by about 2 degrees.
Note that some of the nulls of the calculated data are much lower than the
measured data. The nulls at -55 dB would be extremely hard to measure since the 
field magnitude is so small. These nulls require almost perfect cancellation, 
which, in practice, is extremely difficult to achieve and also require the measuring 
equipment to have a large dynamic range. The computer program, however, uses 
a precise mathematical target which predicts these nulls. Note that the curves 
match at 270° but not at 90°. The slope of one of the edges is slightly larger than 
the other. This is why the curve does not have the same magnitude at 90° and 
270°. The calculated data is symmetric because the target model is perfectly
62
symmetric. The measured data is not exactly symmetric because it is difficult to 
construct a perfectly symmetric target.
Figures 24, 25, and 26 show the backscatter from the plexiglass target at 3, 
4, and 6 GHz and again the curves are in good agreement. The measured curve 
is shifted just as before. The nulls for the calculated data are also smaller than the 
measured data. The lack of perfect symmetry of the actual target also appears at 
90° and 270°. The shape of the measured and calculated curves are always in 
good agreement.
In general Figures 23 through 26 show good agreement between the calculated 
and measured data. We see from these figures that the curves begin to deviate as 
the frequency increases. However, the agreement between the measured and 
calculated curves remain good.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
The scattering by finite dielectrics is an important practical problem. Many 
targets such as radomes and biological tissue are scatterers of interest. Previous 
researchers have attempted to solve this problem by dividing the entire dielectric 
target into small cells such that the field is relatively constant in each cell. The 
number of cells is proportional to the frequency and the volume of the target. The 
scattered field is then found using the moment method. While this approach 
works, it is impractical for electrically large dielectric targets since the size of the 
matrix becomes too large. The solution of the moment method matrix requires a 
large amount of computer memory and time. As the size of the matrix increases, 
it may also become ill-conditioned.
To overcome these limitations the methodology in [14,15] was applied to the 
dielectric scattering problem. This methodology reduces the original three- 
dimensional problem into a sequence of two-dimensional problems. Each of these 
problems demand much smaller computational resources and may be solved by any 
appropriate two-dimensional technique. The two-dimensional problems are solved
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independent of each other. That is each two-dimensional problem may be solved 
by a separate processor. Therefore, this methodology is easily implemented on 
parallel processing computers.
This methodology greatly reduces the computer memory and time needed to 
solve the dielectric scattering problem. Instead of solving one very large matrix, 
several smaller matrices are solved. This reduces the computer time since the 
number of mathematical operations needed to solve a matrix is on the order of N3. 
The number, N, is the order of the matrix. The amount of computer memory 
needed to solve a given problem is also decreased. Formerly, one very large 
matrix had to be stored. Now, two much smaller matrices need to be stored. The 
matrices come from adjacent cross sections of the dielectric target. After the 
scattered field from the block defined by these two cross sections is determined, 
the matrices can be discarded and therefore computer memory can be saved.
The calculations agree very well with the measurements. Figures 11, 12 and 
13 show that the measured and calculated frequency responses are in good 
agreement. Figures 17, 18 and 19 show the impulse response of the measured 
data compared to that of an infinite planar dielectric slab. In the latter two figures, 
the reflections from the surface of the dielectric are distinguishable. There are, 
however, very large backscatter returns from the edges of the dielectric. These 
cause the surface reflections from the dielectric target in figure 17 to be 
unresolvable. Figures 20, 21 and 22 show the measured and calculated impulse
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responses from the actual finite dielectric. The agreement between the curves is 
excellent. Since the curves agree so well, the edge diffraction must be from the 
vertical edges of the dielectric target. As can be seen in figure 1, this 
methodology does not account for edge diffraction from the horizontal edges.
Figures 23 through 26 show the measured and calculated backscattered field 
for a range of incidence angles. At 2 GHz, the agreement between the calculated 
and measured data is excellent. Discrepancies appear near edge on angles of 
incidence at 4 and 6 GHz. It may be recalled that convergence with respect to the 
block size is the slowest for edge on angles of incidence and may partly explain 
the difference between the curves. Another cause of error is that any 
imperfections in the model will have more of an effect as the frequency increases. 
The curves, in general, are in good agreement at all frequencies.
Although this methodology greatly reduces the size of the moment method 
matrix, relatively large matrices are still needed to adequately resolve the 
scattering centers. Recall that the cells should be between 0.1 and 0.2 wavelengths 
thick in the dielectric. This can be expressed in equation form as
N = IN T
10Ax ■ f  J T ~mm V r
c
(76)
where f  = the operating frequency
INT = the least whole integer function
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N = the number of cells along the direction of thickness.
Axmin = minimum resolvable scattering distance between two points
The coordinate system is the same as that used in figure 1. Equation (70) can be 
solved for fm„. When the operating frequency is equal to the maximum frequency, 
the previous equation yields
N = 5. (77)
Therefore, the thickness of the dielectric must be represented by at least 5 cells. 
Typically the dielectric is much wider than it is thick. Therefore, for adequate 
resolution of the scattering centers, the moment method matrix must be large.
The matrix size may possibly be reduced by modifying the moment method. 
The moment method described in appendix A uses collocation. This is the 
simplest to program but generates large matrices. If the weighting and testing 
functions in the moment method formulation are chosen to closely resemble the 
actual equivalent current, the matrix will be much smaller.
Equation (70) was derived by assuming the edge diffraction was insignificant. 
As shown in figures 17, 18, and 19, this is not true. This equation should be 
modified to account for this effect. This requires knowing the distance the wave 
travels from the dielectric target to the antenna.
A new methodology was used with the moment method technique to find the 
field scattered by dielectric targets with gently varying cross sections. The 
methodology can be applied with other techniques to different kinds of targets.
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In this thesis the incident field was always parallel to the z-axis. This is the TM 
polarization. The mathematical formulation for the TE polarization is similar and 
should be investigated. In Chapter II equations were derived for both planar and 
curved targets. However, only planar targets were analyzed. The analysis should 
be continued for curved targets such as ogives. This methodology yielded good 
results with the moment method and dielectric targets. It should be extended to 
other techniques and targets.
APPENDIX A
TWO-DIMENSIONAL EQUIVALENT CURRENTS
This appendix derives an expression for the equivalent electric current inside 
a two-dimensional dielectric cylinder. This analysis parallels that in [8]. The 
dielectric cylinder has a cross section which is invariant with respect to the z axis. 
The formulation is only valid for the TM polarization where the electric field 
vector is parallel to the axis of the cylinder.
From [24] we know that an electric line source radiates a field given by the 
expression
dEg = - ^ / f o (2)(Pp)dJ (78)
where = the Hankel function of the second kind and order zero
The equivalent line source current is related to the current density by the 
expression:
d i  = J d s  (79)
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The equivalent current inside the dielectric is related to the electric field by the 
equation below
J  = j(jaeQ (er - l )  E (80)
Equations (78) through (79) are combined to yield equation (81).
dEs = - ^ ( e r -l)F tf0(2>(Pp) (81)
Integrating this expression yields
= L  (e*_ i) s  h°2} d s ' (82)
The scattered field plus the incident field is equal to the total field.
E = Eg + E± (83)
Equations (82) and (83) are combined to yield
E. = E + ^ - { el (€r - l )  E tf0(2’(Pp) d s ' (84)
This expression relates the incident field in terms of the total field inside the
dielectric.
Equation (84) is a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. It can be
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solved for the unknown field inside the cylinder by the moment method. The
cross section of the dielectric is divided into small cells. The cells are small
enough such that the field and the permittivity do not vary significantly throughout 
the cell. Equation (84) is then enforced at the center of each cell. This procedure 
is known as collocation. This results in the following expression
J'P2
44  =
N
E  (€n-l) 4  f  „  4 2>(PP) dS
J c e l l n
(85)
where p = the distance from the source cell to the observation cell
m = 1, 2, ..., N
n = 1, 2, ..., N
N = the number of cells
Solving this equation yields the electric field at the center of each cell. This 
field is then used in equation (80) to find the equivalent current inside the
dielectric. This current is invariant in the z direction. It is used to construct the
volumetric current used in Chapter II.
APPENDIX B
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Three computer programs were used to generate the data in this thesis. The 
first program listed models the finite dielectric with the theory described in chapter 
II. The second program uses the scattered field to find the impulse response. 
This is done with the inverse fast Fourier transform. The last computer program 
models the infinite planar dielectric in chapter III using the reflection coefficient. 
This program is only for lossless dielectrics. It is easily modified to account for 
complex permittivities.
The finite dielectric program can calculate the monostatic RCS, the bistatic 
RCS and the scattered field as a function of frequency. The latter output is used 
with the time domain program to generate the impulse response. The dielectric 
should be homogeneous. If the dielectric is inhomogeneous, the complex 
permittivity should be specified for each cell inside the computer program. The 
input parameters are specified in a file. They are described in the program.
The time domain program calculates the impulse response from the frequency 
domain data. The program uses the inverse fast Fourier transform. This version
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of the transform requires that the number of frequency samples be an integer 
multiple o f 2. Therefore, the electric field for the frequencies beyond f ^  should 
be set equal to zero to satisfy this requirement. The input parameters are 
described in the program.
The last program calculates the backscatter field from an infinite lossless 
planar dielectric. This is done using the reflection coefficient described in chapter 
m . The output from this program can be used with the previous program to find 
the impulse response from the infinite planar dielectric.
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program scat
c This program calculates the bistatic RCS, the monostatic RCS, or the 
c scattered field as a function of frequency for a finite dielectric with 
c a smoothly varying cross section. This program corresponds to 
c program ’mrc55.f in the development software.
C *  *  * * * *  3 | C 5 j C ) | C S j C 9 | e 5 ^ *
implicit none
integer nml, nm2, nv, nm3, ndx, ndy, phi, numcel
parameter(numcel=600)
parameter(nm 1 = numcel,nm2= numcel)
parameter(nv= numcel,nm3 = nml *nm2)
integer i, ii, iii, nd, nprob, numslc, option, numfrq
integer ndrho, ndphi
real rho, xn(numcel), yn(numcel), freq, freqst, dz, deltaf
real phiO, t, r l, r2, pi, dtr, y l, y2, y3, y4
real epsO, lzmetr, dzwave, phiobs, gamma(numcel)
real yl, yr, am(numcel), conda, phil, phi2, phi3, phi4
real speedl, epsrr, epsri, beta, phil, phir
complex epsr(numcel), zmat(numcel,numcel), j, eps, eztO, ez
complex ei(numcel), sollow(numcel), solhgh(numcel), x(numcel)
complex curiow(numcel), curhgh(numcel), ezt(0:360)
complex epsrlw(numcel), epsrhg(numcel)
complex invlow(numcel,numcel), invhgh(numcel,numcel)
real xnlow(numcel), ynlow(numcel), res
real xnhgh(numcel), ynhgh(numcel)
real amlow(numcel), amhgh(numcel)
common / memory I zmat
*i^  5(c 5|c 5jc 5|c sfe
c input file parameters
c option - this parameter is used to select the kind of output 
c 1: bistatic response, 2: monostatic response,
c 3: frequency response
c phiO - this is the angle of incidence in degrees of the TM wave 
c - this parameter is ignored when the monostatic option is
c - selected
c phiobs - this is the observation angle in degrees, this parameter is 
c - also ignored when the monostatic option is selected
c nprob - this selects either planar or curved dielectrics 
c 1: planar dielectrics, 2: curved dielectrics
c t - this is the thickness of the the planar dielectric in meters, 
c lzmetr - this is the length of the target in meters in the z direction
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c y l, y2, y3, y4 - these are the four y cordinate locations of the 
c - planar dielectrics, they are ignored when curved dielectrics
c - are used, the parameters are observed from broadside
c yl: lower left comer of the dielectric
c y2: lower right comder of the dielectric
c y3: upper left comer of the dielectric
c y4: upper right comer of the dielectric
c - note that yl is less than y2 and y3 is less than y4
c - note also that if yl equals y3 and y2 equals y4, the dielectric
c - is rectangular
c dzwave - this is the separation between two-dimensional slices 
c in wavelengths
c r l ,  r2 - these are the inner and outer radii of the curved dielectric, 
c - they are ignored when planar dielectrics are investigated
c phil, phi2, phi3, phi4 - these are the 4 phi cordinates of the edge 
c - of the dielectric, these parameters are like y l, y2, y3 and
c - y4 for planar dielectrics, they are ignored when planar
c - dielectrics are chosen, the angles are entered in degrees
c freqst, deltaf, numfrq - these input parameters are the starting 
c - frequency the increment in frequency and the number of
c - frequencies. These parameters are needed for the frequency
c - response option, when
c - the monostatic and bistatic options are chosen freqst is used
c - as the input frequency and deltaf and numfrq are ignored,
c - the frequencies are entered in Hertz.
c epsrr, epsri - these are the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric 
c - constants respectively, the dieletric constant is
c - er = epsrr - j*epsri where j = sqrt(-l)
open(unit=35, file= ’ in44. dat’, status = ’ old’)
read(35,*) option
read(35,*) phiO, phiobs
read(35,*) nprob
read(35,*) t
read(35,*) lzmetr
read(35,*) y l, y2, y3, y4
read(35,*) dzwave
read(35,*) r l ,  r2
read(35,*) phil, phi2, phi3, phi4
read(35,*) freqst, deltaf, numfrq
read(35,*) epsrr, epsri
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close(unit=35)
eps = cmplx(epsrr,-abs(epsri)) 
c **
speedl = 3.0e8 
j = cmplx(O,l) 
pi = acos(-l.O) 
epsO = (le-9)/(36*pi) 
dtr = pi/180.0 
phiO=phiO*dtr 
phiobs = phiobs*dtr 
phil = phil*dtr 
phi2 = phi2*dtr 
phi3 = phi3*dtr 
phi4 = phi4*dtr
c setting the observation distance rho like this causes the scattered field 
c in the file ’idft.in’ to be centered in the time response window.
rho = speedl/(2.0*deltaf) 
c check for bad inputs
if ( yl .gt. y2 ) write(6,*) ’ invalid y cordinates’ 
if ( y3 .gt. y4 ) write(6,*) ’ invalid y cordinates’ 
if ( phil .gt. phi2 ) write(6,*) ’ invalid phi cordinate’ 
if ( phi3 .gt. phi4 ) write(6,*) ’ invalid phi cordinate’
c planar dielectric - bistatic response
if ( (option .eq. 1) .and. (nprob .eq. 1)) then 
open(unit=15, file=’bistatic, out’, status = ’unknown’) 
freq = freqst
do 100 i = 0, 360 
ezt(phi) = cmplx(0.0,0.0)
100 continue
call geomst(yl,y2,y3,y4,freq,eps,t,dzwave,lzmetr,
& numslc,ndx,ndy,nd,dz,gamma)
write(6,*) ’ number of cells in one slice = ’, nd 
call cordst(t, y 1,y2,eps, ndx, ndy,epsr, am, xn, yn)
c call struct(epsr,am,nd,xn,yn) 
call filmat(xn,yn,nd,am,epsr,freq) 
call einc(xn,yn,nd,phiO,ffeq,ei) 
call gelim(0,nd,ei,x) 
do 200 ii = 1, nd
curlow(ii) = j*2*pi*freq*eps0*x(ii)*(epsr(ii)-l) 
xnlow(ii) = xn(ii)
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ynlow(ii) = yn(ii) 
amlow(ii) = am(ii)
200 continue
do 300 i = 2, numslc+1
yl = yl + (i-l)*(y3-yl)/numslc 
yr = y2 + (i-l)*(y4-y2)/numslc 
call cordst(t,yl,yr,eps,ndx,ndy,
& epsr,am,xn,yn)
c call struct(epsr,am,nd,xn,yn)
call filmat(xn,yn,nd,am,epsr,freq) 
call einc(xn,yn,nd,phiO,freq,ei) 
call gelim(0,nd,ei,x) 
do 400 ii = 1, nd
curhgh(ii) = j*2*pi*freq*eps0*x(ii)*(epsr(ii)-l) 
xnhgh(ii) = xn(ii) 
ynhgh(ii) = yn(ii) 
amhgh(ii) = am(ii)
400 continue
do 500 phi = 0, 360
phiobs = phi*pi/180.0
call effp3 (freq, curlow, curhgh, xnlow, ynlow, nd, 
& rho,dz,phiobs,amlow,gamma,ez)
ezt(phi) = ezt(phi) + ez
500 continue
do 600 ii = 1, nd
curlow(ii) = curhgh(ii) 
xnlow(ii) = xnhgh(ii) 
ynlow(ii) = ynhgh(ii) 
amlow(ii) = amhgh(ii)
600 continue
300 continue
do 700 phi = 0, 360
rcs = 4*pi*rho*rho*(ezt(phi)*conjg(ezt(phi))) 
write(15,*) phi, 10*logl0(rcs) 
write(16,*) phi, rcs
700 continue
close(unit= 15)
c planar dielectric - monostatic response
elseif ( (option .eq. 2) .and. (nprob .eq. 1)) then 
open(unit =15, file= ’ mono. out’, status = ’ unknown’) 
do 2000 i = 0, 360
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ezt(phi) = cmplx(O.O,O.O)
2000 continue 
freq = freqst
call geomst(yl,y2,y3,y4,freq,eps,t,dzwave,lzmetr, 
& numslc,ndx,ndy,nd,dz, gamma)
write(6,*) ’ number of cells in one slice = ’, nd 
call cordst(t,yl,y2,eps,ndx,ndy,epsr,am,xn,yn) 
do 2100 i = 1, nd
xnlow(i) = xn(i) 
ynlow(i) = yn(i) 
epsrlw(i) = epsr(i) 
amlow(i) = am(i)
2100 continue
call filmat(xn,yn,nd,am,epsr,freq) 
call inv(nd,invlow,conda) 
do 3200 i = 2, numslc+1
write(6,*) ’ block ’,i,’ of numslc+1 
yl = yl + (i-l)*(y3-yl)/numslc 
yr = y2 + (i-l)*(y4-y2)/numslc 
call cordst(t,yl,yr,eps,ndx,ndy,
& epsr,am,xn,yn)
do 3300 ii = 1, nd
xnhgh(ii) = xn(ii) 
ynhgh(ii) = yn(ii) 
epsrhg(ii) = epsr(ii) 
amhgh(ii) = am(ii)
3300 continue
call filmat(xn,yn,nd,am,epsr,freq) 
call inv(nd,invhgh,conda) 
do 3400 phi = 0, 360
phiO = phi*dtr 
phiobs = phi*dtr
call einc(xnlow,ynlow,nd,phiO,freq,ei) 
call solutn(invlow,ei,nd,sollow) 
call einc(xnhgh,ynhgh,nd,phiO,freq,ei) 
call solutn(invhgh,ei,nd,solhgh) 
do 3500 ii = 1, nd
curlow(ii) = j*2*pi*freq*eps0*
& sollow(ii)*(epsrlw(ii)-l)
curhgh(ii) = j*2*pi*freq*eps0*
& solhgh(ii)*(epsrhg(ii)-l)
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3500 continue
call effp3 (freq, curlow, curhgh, xnlow, ynlow, nd, 
& rho,dz,phiobs,amlow,gamma,ez)
ezt(phi) = ezt(phi) + ez
3400 continue
do 3600 ii = 1, nd
xnlow(ii) = xnhgh(ii) 
ynlow(ii) = ynhgh(ii) 
epsrlw(ii) = epsrhg(ii) 
amlow(ii) = amhgh(ii) 
do 3700 iii = 1, nd
invlow(ii,iii) = invhgh(ii,iii)
3700 continue
3600 continue
3200 continue
do 3800 phi = 0, 360
res = 4*pi*rho*rho*(ezt(phi)*conjg(ezt(phi))) 
write(15,*) phi, 10*logl0(rcs)
3800 continue 
close(unit=15)
c planar dielectric - frequency response
elseif ( (option .eq. 3) .and. (nprob .eq. 1)) then 
open(unit=11 ,file= ’res. out’, status = ’unknown’) 
open(unit= 12,file= ’idft. in’, status = ’unknown’) 
do 900 ii = 1, freqst/deltaf
freq = (ii-l)*deltaf 
write(12,*) freq, cmplx(0.0,0.0)
900 continue
do 1000 iii = 1, numfrq
freq = freqst + (iii-l)*deltaf 
write(6,*) ’ frequency = ’,freq 
beta = 2*pi/(speedl/freq)
call geomst(y 1 ,y2,y3,y4,freq,eps,t,dzwave,lzmetr, 
& numslc,ndx,ndy,nd,dz,gamma)
write(6,*) ’ number of cells in one slice = ’,nd 
call cordst(t,y 1 ,y2,eps,ndx,ndy,epsr,am,xn,yn) 
call filmat(xn,yn,nd,am,epsr,freq) 
call einc(xn,yn,nd,phiO,freq,ei)
call gelim(0,nd,ei,x) 
do 1100 ii = 1, nd
curlow(ii) = j*2*pi*ffeq*eps0*x(ii)*(epsr(ii)-l)
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xnlow(ii) = xn(ii) 
ynlow(ii) = yn(ii) 
amlow(ii) = am(ii)
1100 continue
eztO = cmplx(0.0,0.0) 
do 1200 i = 2, numslc+1
yl = yl + (i-l)*(y3-yl)/numslc 
yr = y2 + (i-l)*(y4-y2)/numslc 
call cordst(t,yl,yr,eps,ndx,ndy,
& epsr,am,xn,yn)
c call struct(epsr,am,nd,xn,yn)
call filmat(xn,yn,nd,am,epsr,freq) 
call einc(xn,yn,nd,phiO,freq,ei) 
call gelim(0,nd,ei,x) 
do 1300 ii = 1, nd
curhgh(ii) =  j*2*pi*freq*eps0*x(ii)*(epsr(ii)-l) 
xnhgh(ii) = xn(ii) 
ynhgh(ii) = yn(ii) 
amhgh(ii) = am(ii)
1300 continue
call effp3 (freq, curlow, curhgh, xnlow, y nlow, nd,
& rho,dz,phiobs,amlow,gamma,ez)
eztO = eztO + ez 
do 1400 ii = 1, nd
curlow(ii) = curhgh(ii) 
xnlow(ii) = xnhgh(ii) 
ynlow(ii) = ynhgh(ii) 
amlow(ii) = amhgh(ii)
1400 continue
1200 continue
res = 4*pi*rho*rho*(ezt0*conjg(ezt0)) 
write(ll,*) freq, 10*logl0(rcs) 
write(12,*) freq, eztO
1000 continue
do 1500 ii = 1, numfrq + freqst/deltaf
freq = freqst + numfrq*deltaf + (ii-l)*deltaf 
write(12,*) freq, cmplx(0.0,0.0)
1500 continue 
close(unit=ll) 
close(unit=12)
c curved dielectric - bistatic response
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elseif ( (option .eq. 1) .and. (nprob .eq. 2 ))  then 
freq = freqst
open(unit=15,file= ’bistatic.out’, status = ’unknown’) 
do 4000 i = 0, 360
ezt(phi) = cmplx(0.0,0.0)
4000 continue
call geomcc(phil ,phi2,phi3,phi4,freq,eps,rl ,r2,
& dzwave,lzmetr,numslc,ndrho,ndphi,nd,dz, gamma) 
write(6,*) ’ number of cells in one slice = ’, nd 
call cordcc(rl ,r2,phil ,phi2,eps,ndrho,ndphi,
& epsr,am,xn,yn)
c call struct(epsr,am,nd,xn,yn) 
call filmat(xn,yn,nd,am,epsr,freq) 
call einc(xn,yn,nd,phiO,freq,ei) 
call gelim(0,nd,ei,x) 
do 4100 ii = 1, nd
curlow(ii) = j*2*pi*freq*eps0*x(ii)*(epsr(ii)-l) 
xnlow(ii) = xn(ii) 
ynlow(ii) = yn(ii) 
amlow(ii) = am(ii)
4100 continue
do 4200 i = 2, numslc+1
phil = phil + (i-l)*(phi3-phil)/numslc 
phir = phi2 + (i-l)*(phi4-phi2)/numslc 
call cordcc(rl ,r2,phil,phir,eps,ndrho,ndphi,
& epsr,am,xn,yn)
c call struct(epsr,am,nd,xn,yn)
call filmat(xn,yn,nd,am,epsr,freq) 
call einc(xn,yn,nd,phiO,freq,ei) 
call gelim(0,nd,ei,x) 
do 4300 ii = 1, nd
curhgh(ii) = j*2*pi*freq*eps0*x(ii)*(epsr(ii)-l) 
xnhgh(ii) = xn(ii) 
ynhgh(ii) = yn(ii) 
amhgh(ii) = am(ii)
4300 continue
do 4400 phi = 0, 360
phiobs = phi*pi/180.0
call efcc(freq, curlow, curhgh, xnlow,ynlow, nd,
& rho,dz,phiobs,amlow,gamma,ez)
ezt(phi) = ezt(phi) + ez
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4400 continue
do 4500 ii = 1, nd
curlow(ii) = curhgh(ii) 
xnlow(ii) = xnhgh(ii) 
ynlow(ii) = ynhgh(ii) 
amlow(ii) = amhgh(ii)
4500 continue
4200 continue
do 4600 phi = 0, 360
res = 4*pi*rho*rho*(ezt(phi)*conjg(ezt(phi))) 
write(15,*) phi, 10*logl0(rcs) 
write(16,*) phi, res
4600 continue 
close(unit=15)
c curved dielectric - monostatic response
elseif ( (option .eq. 2) .and. (nprob .eq. 2 ))  then 
open(unit= 15,file= ’ mono, out’, status = ’unknown’) 
do 6000 i = 0, 360
ezt(phi) = cmplx(0.0,0.0)
6000 continue 
freq = freqst
call geomcc(phil ,phi2,phi3,phi4,freq,eps,rl ,r2,
& dzwave,lzmetr,numslc,ndrho,ndphi,nd,dz,gamma)
write(6,*) ’ number of cells in one slice = ’, nd 
call cordcc(rl ,r2,phil ,phi2,eps,ndrho,ndphi,
& epsr,am,xn,yn)
do 6100 i = 1, nd
xnlow(i) = xn(i) 
ynlow(i) = yn(i) 
epsrlw(i) = epsr(i) 
amlow(i) = am(i)
6100 continue
call filmat(xn,yn,nd,am,epsr,freq) 
call inv(nd,invlow,conda) 
do 6200 i = 2, numslc+1
write(6,*) ’ block ’,i,’ of ’,numslc+1 
phil = phil + (i-l)*(phi3-phil)/numslc 
phir = phi2 + (i-l)*(phi4-phi2)/numslc 
call cordcc(rl ,r2,phil,phir,eps,ndrho,ndphi,
& epsr,am,xn,yn)
do 6300 ii = 1, nd
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xnhgh(ii) = xn(ii) 
ynhgh(ii) = yn(ii) 
epsrhg(ii) = epsr(ii) 
amhgh(ii) = am(ii)
6300 continue
call filmat(xn,yn,nd,am,epsr,freq) 
call inv(nd,invhgh,conda) 
do 6400 phi = 0, 360
phiO = phi*dtr 
phiobs = phi*dtr
call einc(xnlow,ynlow,nd,phiO,freq,ei) 
call solutn(invlow,ei,nd,sollow) 
call einc(xnhgh, ynhgh, nd ,phiO, freq,ei) 
call solutn(invhgh,ei,nd,solhgh) 
do 6500 ii = 1, nd
curlow(ii) = j*2*pi*freq*eps0*
& sollow(ii)*(epsrlw(ii)-l)
curhgh(ii) = j*2*pi*freq*eps0*
& solhgh(ii)*(epsrhg(ii)-l)
6500 continue
call efcc(freq, curlow, curhgh, xnlow, y nlo w, nd, 
& rho,dz,phiobs,amlow,gamma,ez)
ezt(phi) = ezt(phi) + ez
6400 continue
do 6600 ii = 1, nd
xnlow(ii) = xnhgh(ii) 
ynlow(ii) = ynhgh(ii) 
epsrlw(ii) = epsrhg(ii) 
amlow(ii) = amhgh(ii) 
do 6700 iii = 1, nd
invlow(ii,iii) = invhgh(ii,iii)
6700 continue
6600 continue
6200 continue
do 6800 phi = 0, 360
res = 4*pi*rho*rho*(ezt(phi)*conjg(ezt(phi))) 
write(15,*) phi, 10*logl0(rcs)
6800 continue 
close(unit=15)
c curved dielectric - frequency response
elseif ( (option .eq. 3) .and. (nprob .eq. 2) ) then
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open(unit =11 ,file= ’res .out’, status = ’unknown’) 
open(unit= 12,file= ’idft.in’, status = ’unknown’) 
do 4900 ii = 1, freqst/deltaf
freq = (ii-l)*deltaf 
write(12,*) freq, cmplx(0.0,0.0)
4900 continue
do 5000 iii = 1, numfrq
freq = freqst + (iii-l)*deltaf
write(6,*) ’ frequency = ’,freq
beta = 2*pi/(speedl/freq)
call geomcc(phil ,phi2,phi3 ,phi4,freq,eps,rl ,r2,
& dzwave,lzmetr,numslc,ndrho,ndphi,nd,dz,gamma) 
write(6,*) ’ number of cells in one slice = ’,nd 
call cordcc(rl,r2,phil,phi2,eps,ndrho,ndphi,
& epsr,am,xn,yn)
call filmat(xn,yn,nd,am,epsr,freq) 
call einc(xn,yn,nd,phiO,freq,ei) 
call gelim(0,nd,ei,x) 
do 5100 ii = 1, nd
curlow(ii) = j*2*pi*freq*eps0*x(ii)*(epsr(ii)-l) 
xnlow(ii) = xn(ii) 
ynlow(ii) = yn(ii) 
amlow(ii) = am(ii)
5100 continue
eztO = cmplx(0.0,0.0) 
do 5200 i = 2, numslc+1
phil = phil +  (i-l)*(phi3-phil)/numslc 
phir = phi2 + (i-l)*(phi4-phi2)/numslc 
call cordcc(rl ,r2,phil,phir,eps,ndrho,ndphi,
& epsr,am,xn,yn)
c call struct(epsr,am,nd,xn,yn)
call filmat(xn,yn,nd,am,epsr,freq) 
call einc(xn,yn,nd,phiO,freq,ei) 
call gelim(0,nd,ei,x) 
do 5300 ii = 1, nd
curhgh(ii) = j*2*pi*freq*eps0*x(ii)*(epsr(ii)-l) 
xnhgh(ii) = xn(ii) 
ynhgh(ii) = yn(ii) 
amhgh(ii) = am(ii)
5300 continue
call efcc(freq, curiow, curhgh, xnlow, ynlow, nd,
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& rho,dz,phiobs,amlow,gamma,ez)
eztO = eztO + ez 
do 5400 ii = 1, nd
curlow(ii) = curhgh(ii) 
xnlow(ii) = xnhgh(ii) 
ynlow(ii) = ynhgh(ii) 
amlow(ii) = amhgh(ii)
5400 continue
5200 continue
rcs _  4*pi*rho*rho*(ezt0*conjg(ezt0)) 
write(ll,*) freq, 10*logl0(rcs) 
write(12,*) freq, eztO
5000 continue
do 5500 ii = 1, numfrq + freqst/deltaf
freq = freqst + numfrq*deltaf + (ii-l)*deltaf 
write(12,*) freq, cmplx(0.0,0.0)
5500 continue 
close(unit=ll) 
close(unit=12) 
endif 
stop 
end
subroutine geomst(y 1 ,y2,y3 ,y4,freq,eps,t,dzwave,lzmetr, 
& numslc,ndx,ndy,nd,dz,gamma)
c this subroutine computes one time necessary information for 
c the strip geometry ( no curvature ) 
c yl = lower left y cordinate of strip in meters (input) 
c y2 = lower right y cordinate of strip in meters (input) 
c y3 = upper left y cordinate of strip in meters (input) 
c y4 = upper right y cordinate of strip in meters (input) 
c freq = frequency of incident waveform in Hz (input) 
c eps = relative dielectric constant (input) 
c t = thickness of strip in meters (input) 
c dzwave = separation wavelength of 2D slices (input) 
c lzmetr = length of dielectric in meters (input) 
c numslc = number of 2D slices (output) 
c ndx = number of cells in x direction (output) 
c ndy = number of cells in y direction (output) 
c nd = total number of cells (output) 
c dz = separation of 2D slices in meters (output)
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c gamma = taper angle in z direction (output) 
implicit none
integer numslc, ndx, ndy, nd, numcel, i 
parameter(numcel=600)
real y l, y2, y3, y4, freq, t, dz, gamma(numcel) 
real speedl, wmax, lamda, dzwave, lzmetr 
real xn(numcel), ynup(numcel), yndown(numcel), am(numcel) 
complex eps, epsr(numcel)
speedl = 3.0e8 
lamda = speedl/freq
numslc = int(lzmetr/(dzwave*lamda) + 0.999) 
if (( yl .eq. y3 ).and.( y2 .eq. y4 )) numslc = 1 
dz = lzmetr/numslc
wmax = y2 - yl
if ( y4 - y3 .gt. y2 - yl ) wmax = y4 - y3
ndy = int( 10*wmax*freq*sqrt(cabs(eps))/(speedl))
if ( ndy .It. 1 ) ndy = 1
ndx = int( 10*t*freq*sqrt(cabs(eps))/(speedl))
if ( ndx .It. 1 ) ndx = 1
if ( ndx*ndy .gt. numcel ) then
ndx = 1 
ndy = 1
write(6,*) ’ number of cells is larger than dimension’ 
write(6,*) ’ the results are meaningless’
endif
nd = ndy*ndx
call cordst(t,y3,y4,eps,ndx,ndy,
& epsr,am,xn,ynup)
call cordst(t,yl,y2,eps,ndx,ndy,
& epsr,am,xn,yndown)
do 100 i = 1, ndx*ndy
gamma(i) = abs(atan((ynup(i)-yndown(i))/lzmetr))
100 continue
return
end
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subroutine geomcc(phil ,phi2,phi3 ,phi4,freq,eps,rl ,r2,
& dzwave,lzmetr,numslc,ndrho,ndphi,nd,dz,gamma)
c this subroutine computes one time necessary information for 
c the circular cylinder geometry ( finite radius of curvature ) 
c phil = lower left phi angle of shell in meters (input) 
c phi2 = lower right phi angle of shell in meters (input) 
c phi3 = upper left phi angle of shell in meters (input) 
c phi4 = upper right phi angle of shell in meters (input) 
c freq = frequency of incident waveform in Hz (input) 
c eps = relative dielectric constant (input)
c r l = inner radius of shell in meters (input)
c r2 = outer radius of shell in meters (input)
c dzwave = separation wavelength of 2D slices (input) 
c lzmetr = length of dielectric in meters (input) 
c numslc = number of 2D slices (output) 
c ndrho = number of cells in rho direction (output) 
c ndphi = number of cells in phi direction (output) 
c nd = total number of cells (output) 
c dz = separation of 2D slices in meters (output) 
c gamma = taper angle in z direction (output)
implicit none
integer numslc, numcel, ndrho, ndphi, nd, i 
parameter(numcel=600)
real speedl, lamda, freq, phil, phi2, phi3, phi4, r l ,  r2 
real dzwave, lzmetr, dz, phimax, gamma(numcel) 
real xnup(numcel), xndown(numcel)
real ynup(numcel), yndown(numcel)
real am(numcel), ledge
complex eps, epsr(numcel) 
speedl = 3.0e8 
lamda = speedl/freq
numslc = int(lzmetr/(dzwave*lamda) + 0.999)
if (( phil .eq. phi3 ).and.( phi2 .eq. phi4 ) ) numslc = 1
dz = lzmetr/real(numslc)
phimax = phi2 - phil
if ( phi4 - phi3 .gt. phi2 - phil ) phimax = phi4 - phi3 
ndphi = int( 10*phimax*r2*£req*sqrt(cabs(eps))/(speedl)) 
if ( ndphi .It. 1 ) ndphi = 1
ndrho = int( 10*(r2-rl)*freq*sqrt(cabs(eps))/(speedl))
if ( ndrho .It. 1 ) ndrho = 1
write(6,*) ’ ndphi, ndrho = ’,ndphi, ndrho
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if  ( ndrho*ndphi .gt. numcel) then 
ndrho =  1 
ndphi =  1
write(6,*) ’ number of cells is larger than dimension’ 
write(6,*) ’ the results are meaningless’
endif
nd =  ndrho*ndphi
call cordcc(rl,r2,phi3,phi4,eps,ndrho,ndphi,
& epsr,am,xnup,ynup)
call cordcc(rl ,r2,phil ,phi2,eps,ndrho,ndphi,
& epsr,am,xndown,yndown)
do 100 i =  1, ndrho*ndphi
ledge =  sqrt( (xnup(i)-xndown(i))*(xnup(i)-xndown(i))+
& (ynup(i)-yndown(i))*(ynup(i)-yndown(i))+lzmetr*lzmetr)
gamma(i) =  abs(acos(lzmetr/ledge))
100 continue 
return 
end
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subroutine cordst(t,yl,yr,eps,ndx,ndy,
& epsr,am,xn,yn)
c t = thickness in meters (input)
c yl = y location of left side of current slice (input) 
c yr = y location of right side of current slice (input) 
c eps = relative dielectric constant of a cell (input) 
c ndx = number of cells in x direction (input) 
c ndy = number of cells in y direction (input) 
c epsr = relative dieletric constant of a cell (an array) (output) 
c am = equivalent radius of cell in meters (output) 
c xn = x location of cell in meters (output) 
c yn = y location of cell in meters (output)
implicit none
integer k, cell, i, ndx, ndy, numcel
parameter(numcel=600)
real t, dx, xn(numcel), yn(numcel), pi
real dy, am(numcel), yl, yr
complex epsr(numcel), eps
pi = acos(-l.O)
dx = t/real(ndx)
dy = (yr-yl)/real(ndy)
cell = 1
do 100 i = 1, ndx 
do 200 k = 1, ndy
xn(cell) = (-t/2 + dx/2) + (i-l)*dx 
yn(cell) = yl + dy/2.0 + (k-l)*dy 
epsr(cell) = eps
am(cell) = sqrt(dx*dy/pi) 
cell = cell + 1
200 continue
100 continue 
return 
end
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subroutine cordcc(rl ,r2,phil ,phi2,eps,ndrho,ndphi,
& epsr,am,xn,yn)
c r l = inner radius of shell in meters (input)
c r2 = outer radius of shell in meters (input)
c phil = smallest angle of shell in radians (input) 
c phi2 = largest angle of shell in radians (input) 
c eps = relative dielectric constant of shell (input) 
c ndrho = number of cells in r direction (input) 
c ndphi = number of cells in phi direction (input) 
c epsr = relative dielectric constant of a cell (output) 
c am = equivalent radius of cell in meters (output) 
c xn = x location of cell in meters (output) 
c yn = y location of cell in meters (output)
implicit none
integer numcel, ndrho, ndphi, cell, i, k 
parameter(numcel=600)
real r l ,  r2, phil, phi2, xn(numcel), yn(numcel) 
real pi, dr, dphi, acell, am(numcel), phi, rin, rout 
complex epsr(numcel), eps
pi = acos(-l.O) 
dr = (r2 - rl)/real(ndrho) 
dphi = (phi2 - phil)/real(ndphi) 
cell = 1
do 100 i = 1, ndrho 
do 200 k = 1, ndphi
phi = phil +  dphi/2.0 + dphi*(k-l) 
xn(cell) = (rl +  dr/2.0 + dr*(i-l))*cos(phi) 
yn(cell) = (rl +  dr/2.0 + dr*(i-l))*sin(phi) 
epsr(cell) = eps
rin = r l + (i-l)*dr 
rout = r l + i*dr
acell = (0.5)*dphi*( rout*rout - rin*rin ) 
am(cell) = sqrt(acell/pi) 
cell = cell + 1
200 continue
100 continue 
return 
end
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subroutine struct(epsr, am, nd, xn, yn) 
c this subroutine outputs to the file ’cells.out’ the location of 
c each cell and its dielectric constant for the 2-D structure 
c epsr = relative dielectric constant of a cell (input) 
c am = equivalent radius of cell in meters (input) 
c nd = number of cells (input)
c xn = x location of cell in meters (input)
c yn = y location of cell in meters (input)
c file ’cells.out’ = cell locations (output) 
implicit none 
integer nd, i, numcel 
parameter(numcel=600) 
real am(numcel), xn(numcel), yn(numcel) 
complex epsr(numcel)
open(unit=10, file = ’ cells. out’, status = ’ unknown’) 
write(10,*) ’ the number of cells is ’,nd 
write(10,*) ’ the average epsr of one cell is ’,epsr(l) 
write(10,*) ’ the location of each cell and its area is’ 
write(10,*)
do 100 i = 1, nd
write(10,*) ’ xn(’,i,’)=  ’,xn(i),’yn(’,i,’)=  ’,yn(i),
& ’am(’,i,’) = ’,am(i)
100 continue
close(unit=10)
return
end
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subroutine filmat(xn,yn,nd,am,epsr,freq) 
c this subroutine fills the matrix of the 2D slice 
c xn = x location of cells in meters (input) 
c yn = y location of cells in meters (input) 
c nd = total number of cells (input) 
c am = equivalent radius of cell in meters (input) 
c epsr = relative dielectric constant (input) 
c freq = frequency of incident wave in Hz (input) 
c (zmat) = filled matrix passed through commono statement
implicit none 
integer nd, i, k, numcel 
parameter(numcel=600)
real xn(numcel), yn(numcel), xsour, ysour, xobs, yobs 
real ami, rho, r l , duml, dum2, dum3, dum4, besfl, pi 
real beta, speedl, freq, am(numcel)
complex epsr(numcel), zmat(numcel,numcel), pvl, cone
complex hlO, h20, h l l ,  h21
complex c l, c2, c3, c4, j
common I memory I zmat
j = cmplx(0,l)
pi = acos(-l.O)
speedl = 3.0e8
cone = cmplx(l,0)
beta = 2*pi/(speedl/freq)
do 100 i = 1, nd
xsour = xn(i) 
ysour = yn(i) 
do 200 k = i, nd
ami = beta*am(k) 
xobs = xn(k) 
yobs = yn(k) 
if ( i .eq. k ) then
call cpvl(beta,aml,pvl)
zmat(i,i) = (pvl)*(epsr(i)-cone) + cone
else
call dist(xobs,yobs,xsour,ysour,rho) 
rl = rho*beta
call hankr(rl,hl0,h20,hl 1 ,h21 ,duml,dum2,dum3,dum4,2) 
call hankr(aml,cl,c2,c3,c4,duml,dum2,besfl,dum4,2) 
zmat(i,k) = (epsr(k)-cone)*(j*pi*aml/2.0)*besfl*h20 
zmat(k,i) = (epsr(i)-cone)*(j*pi*aml/2.0)*besfl*h20
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endif
200 continue 
100 continue
return
end
subroutine einc(xn,yn,nd,phiO,freq,ei) 
c this subroutine computes the incident field 
c xn = x location of cells in meters (input) 
c yn = y location of cells in meters (input) 
c nd = total number of cells (input) 
c phiO = angle of incident waveform in radians (input) 
c freq = frequency of incident wave in Hz (input) 
c ei = incident field at each cell (output)
implicit none 
integer nd, k, numcel 
parameter(numcel=600)
real xn(numcel), yn(numcel), phiO, beta, pi, speedl, freq
complex ei(numcel), j
j = cmplx(0,l)
pi = acos(-l.O)
speedl = 3.0e8
beta = 2*pi/(speedl/freq)
do 100 k = 1, nd
ei(k) = cexp(j*beta*(xn(k)*cos(phiO)+yn(k)*sin(phiO))) 
100 continue
return
end
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subroutine effp3(freq,curlow,curhgh,xn,yn,nd,rho,dz,phi,
& am,gamma,ez)
c this subroutine calculates the field from one block
c freq = frequency of incident wave in Hz (input)
c curlow = the current on the lower slice of the block (input) 
c curhgh = the current on the upper slice of the block (input) 
c xn = x location of cells in meters (input)
c yn = y location of cells in meters (input)
c nd = total number of cells (input)
c rho = far field observation distance (input)
c dz = separation distance in the z direction of slices (input) 
c phi = observation angle in radians (input) 
c am = equivalent radius of cell (input) 
c gamma = tilt angle in z direction in radians (input) 
c ez = z component of the electric field (output)
implicit none
integer numcel, nd, i
parameter(numcel=600)
real xn(numcel), yn(numcel), freq, rho
real pi, speedl, beta, mu, dz, magcl, magch, phasel
real phi, am(numcel), gamma(numcel)
complex j, curlow(numcel), curhgh(numcel), const
complex ez, g l, g2
j = cmplx(0.0,1.0)
pi = acos(-l.O)
speedl = 3.0e8
beta = (2*pi)/(speedl/freq)
mu = 4*pi*(le-7)
const = -j*2*pi*freq*mu*cexp(-j*beta*rho)/(4*pi*rho) 
ez = cmplx(0,0) 
do 100 i = 1, nd
call zint2(dz,curlow(i),curhgh(i),gl,g2)
magcl = cabs(curlow(i))
magch = cabs(curhgh(i))
phasel = atan2(aimag(curlow(i)),real(curlow(i)))
if ( phasel .It. 0 ) phasel = phasel + 2*pi
ez = ez + (magcl *gl + (magch-magcl)*g2/dz)*cexp(j*phasel)*
& cexp(j*beta*(xn(i)*cos(phi)+yn(i)*sin(phi)))*
& (1 /cos(gamma(i))) *(pi*am(i) *am(i))
100 continue 
ez = ez*const
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return
end
subroutine efcc(freq,curlow,curhgh,xn,yn,nd,rho,dz,phi,
& am,gamma,ez)
c this subroutine calculates the field from one block of the 
c circular cylinder
c freq = frequency of incident wave in Hz (input)
c curlow = the current on the lower slice of the block (input) 
c curhgh = the current on the upper slice of the block (input) 
c xn = x location of cells in meters (input)
c yn = y location of cells in meters (input)
c nd = total number of cells (input)
c rho = far field observation distance (input)
c dz = separation distance in the z direction of slices (input) 
c phi = observation angle in radians (input) 
c am = equivalent radius of cell (input) 
c gamma = tilt angle in z direction in radians (input) 
c ez = z component of the electric field (output)
implicit none 
integer numcel, nd, i 
parameter(numcel=600)
real freq, xn(numcel), yn(numcel), rho, dz, phi
real gamma(numcel), pi, speedl, beta
real mu, magcl, magch, phasel, rhop, phip, am(numcel)
complex j, curlow(numcel), curhgh(numcel), ez
complex const, g l, g2
j = cmplx(0.0,1.0)
pi = acos(-l.O)
speedl = 3.0e8
beta = (2*pi)/(speedl/freq)
mu = 4*pi*(le-7)
const = -j*2*pi*freq*mu*cexp(-j*beta*rho)/(4*pi*rho) 
ez = cmplx(0,0) 
do 100 i = 1, nd
call zint2(dz,curlow(i),curhgh(i),gl,g2)
magcl = cabs(curlow(i))
magch = cabs(curhgh(i))
phasel = atan2(aimag(curlow(i)),real(curlow(i)))
if ( phasel .It. 0 ) phasel = phasel + 2*pi
rhop = sqrt( xn(i)*xn(i) + yn(i)*yn(i) )
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if (( yn(i) .eq. 0 ) .and. ( xn(i) .eq. 0 )) then 
phip = 0.0
else
phip = atan2(yn(i),xn(i))
if ( phip .It. 0 ) phip = phip + 2*pi
endif
ez = ez + (magcl*gl + (magch-magcl)*g2/dz)*cexp(j*phasel)* 
& cexp(j*beta*rhop*cos(phi-phip))*
& (l/cos(gamma(i)))*(pi*am(i)*am(i))
100 continue 
ez = ez*const 
return 
end
subroutine zint2(dz,curl,curh,gl,g2) 
c this subroutine evaluates the z integration in closed form 
c for the three integrals labeled g l, g2, g3.
c dz = small increment in the z direction (input)
c curl = value of current on lower contour
c curh = value of current on upper contour
c gl = closed form solution to the first integral (output)
c g2 = closed form solution to the second integral (output) 
implicit none 
integer numcel 
parameter(numcel=600) 
real dz, pi, arg, c l, phasel, phaseh 
complex g l, g2, j, curl, curh 
j = cmplx(0,l) 
pi = acos(-l.O)
phasel = atan2(aimag(curl),real(curl)) 
if ( phasel .It. 0 ) phasel = phasel + 2*pi 
phaseh = atan2(aimag(curh),real(curh)) 
if ( phaseh .It. 0 ) phaseh = phaseh + 2*pi 
cl = (phaseh-phasel)/dz
arg = cl*dz/2.0
if ( abs(arg) .It. 0.00001 ) then
gl = cmplx(dz,0) 
g2 = cmplx(dz*dz/2.0,0)
else
gl = dz*cexp(j*arg)*sin(arg)/arg 
g2 = (l/(j*cl))*(dz*cexp(j*2*arg)-gl)
100
endif
return
end
subroutine inv(n,ainv,conda) 
implicit none
c this subroutine uses the subroutines factor and subst to 
c determine the inverse and the condition number of matrix a 
c (a) = the matrix to be inverted - passed through common (input) 
c n = size of matrix a (input)
c ainv = ainv of matrix a (output)
c conda = condition number of matrix (output) 
integer numcel 
parameter(numcel=600)
complex a(numcel,numcel), b(numcel), xx(numcel) 
complex w(numcel,numcel), ainv(numcel,numcel) 
integer iptt(numcel), n, i, j
real conda, anrm, ainrm 
common I memory I a 
call factor(a,w,iptt,b,n) 
do 10 i = 1, n
b(i) = cmplx(0.0,0.0)
10 continue
do 20 j = 1, n
b(j) = cmplx(l .0,0.0) 
call subst(w,b,xx,iptt,n) 
b(j) = cmplx(0.0,0.0) 
do 30 i = 1, n
ainv(i,j) = xx(i)
30 continue
20 continue
call norm(a,n,anrm) 
call norm(ainv,n,ainrm) 
conda = anrm*ainrm 
return
end
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subroutine norm(a,n,anrm)
c this subroutine is used to compute the condition number of the matrix 
c a = matrix (input) 
c n = size of matrix a (input)
c anrm = parameter of matrix used to find condition number (output) 
implicit none 
integer n, i, j, numcel 
parameter(numcel=600) 
real anrm, sum 
complex a(numcel,numcel) 
anrm = 0.0 
do 10 i = 1, n
sum = 0.0 
do 20 j = 1, n
sum = sum + cabs(a(i,j))
20 continue
anrm = max(anrm,sum)
10 continue 
return 
end
subroutine solutn(mat,inp,n,sol) 
c this subroutine multiplies an input matrix by a vector, 
c the input matrix is the inverse of a matrix and the vector 
c is the exctitation input, therefore, the outptu (sol) is the 
c solution vector
c mat = input matrix - an inverse of some matrix (input)
c inp = input excitation vector (input)
c n = size of matrix (input)
c sol = solution vector (output) 
implicit none 
integer i, j, n, numcel 
parameter(numcel=600)
complex mat(numcel,numcel), inp(numcel), sol(numcel) 
do 10 i = 1, n
sol(i) = cmplx(0.0,0.0) 
do 20 j = 1, n
sol(i) = sol(i) + mat(i,j)*inp(j)
20 continue
10 continue 
return
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end
c changed subroutine "gelim" to handle a matrix up to 600 unknowns 
subroutine dist(xobs ,yobs, xsour,y sour,rho)
c this subroutine computes the distance from source point to 
c observation point using the distance formula.
Mx Mx sl^ six ^x six ^x six sM s^ Mp s^  s^ s^ s^*1* *p n* *p *p P^ *n *p n* ^p n* ^p n* ^p ^p ^p ^p ^p n* n* ^p ^p *n n* ^p n* ^p ^p *n ^p ^P ^p ^p ^p ^p ^p ^p
rhol = ((xobs-xsour)**2+ (yobs-ysour)**2)
rho=sqrt(rhol)
return
end
subroutine cpvl(wn,delx,pvl)
^,*******************************************************
c this subroutine computes the "self term" of the source 
c region field, the formula is based upon the work of j.h. 
c richmond of the antenna lab at osu.the result was 
c published in the ieee transactions on antennas and propa- 
c gation in may, 1965.the actual result is on page 336.this 
c formula is derived in the notes.
c*******************************************************
complex unitim,hl0,h20,hll,h21
complex pvl,ft,st,prodt
p i= 3 .14159265
unitim=(0.,l.)
radius =delx
rhol = radius
call hankr(rhol ,hl0,h20,hl 1 ,h21 ,duml ,dum2,dum3,dum4,2)
ft=pi*radius*h21
st=2.*unitim
prodt=unitim/2. 
pvl =prodt*(ft-st) 
return 
end
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subroutine gelim(nw,n,c,x)
c---------------------------------------------------------------------
c this is a matrix inversion program that uses scaled partial 
c pivoting, but not iterative improvement.
c the subroutine calls two other subroutines, factor and subst 
c as discussed in conte and deboor, 
c a(i,j)=complex matrix of the set of eqns. 
c c(i)=a complex vector constant,incident field
c x(i)= solution vector
c ainv(i)= inverse of a(i,j) 
c b(i)= vector used in solving for the inverse
c nw is an integer used to write the solution 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------
integer numcel
parameter(numcel=600)
parameter(nm4=5,nm5 =50,nm6=3)
parameter(nml = numcel,nm2 = numcel)
parameterfnv = numcel,nm3 = nni 1 *nm2)
complex a(nml,nm2),b(nv),x(nv),c(nv),w(nml,nm2),r(nv)
integer ip(nv)
common I memory I a
c---------------------------------------------------------------------
c the process is to reduce the matrix to upper triangular 
c form using factor and store the upper triangular form in 
c the matrix w(i,j).
c the next step is to calculate the solution for a given 
c incident field.
c---------------------------------------------------------------------
call factor(a,w,ip,b,n) 
if(iflg.eq.2) go to 990 
call subst(w,c,x,ip,n)
12 format(lx,fl0.5,10x,fl0.5) 
if(nw.eq.l)then 
do 1 j = l,n  
write(80,*) x(j)
c write(82,*) x(j)
I continue 
endif 
return
990 write(80,ll)
II format(lx,’the matrix is singular’)
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return
end
subroutine subst(w,b,x,ip,n)
integer numcel
parameter(numcel=600)
parameter(nm4=5,nm5 =50,nm6=3)
parameter(nm 1 = numcel, nm 2 = numcel)
parameter(nv= numcel, nm3 = nm 1 *nm2)
complex w(nm 1, nm2) ,b(nv), x(nv)
complex sum
integer ip(nv)
if(n.gt.l) go to 10
x(l)= b(l)/w (l,l)
return
10 x(l)=b(ip(l))
do 15 k=2,n 
kml =k-l 
sum = (0.,0.) 
do 14 j = l,km l 
sum= w(ip(k),j)*x(j) + sum
14 continue
x(k) =b(ip(k))-sum
15 continue 
x(n)=x(n)/w(ip(n),n) 
k=n
do 20 np=2,n
kp l= k
k=k-l
sum=(0.,0.)
do 19 j= k p l,n
sum= sum+ w(ip(k) ,j) *x(j)
19 continue
x(k) = (x(k)-sum)/w(ip(k),k)
20 continue 
return 
end
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subroutine factor(a,w,ip,d,n)
integer numcel
parameter(numcel=600)
parameter(nm4=5, nm5=50, nm6=3)
parameter(nm 1 = numcel, nm2= numcel)
parameter(nv= numcel, nm3 = nm 1 *nm2)
complex a(nml,nm2),w(nml,nm2),d(nv)
complex ratio
integer ip(nv)
iflag=l
do 10 i= l ,n
ip(i)=i
rowmax=0
do 9 j =  l,n
w(i,j)=a(i,j)
rowmax= max(rowmax, cabs(w(i, j)))
9 continue 
if(rowmax.eq.0)go to 999 
d(i)= rowmax
10 continue 
nminl =n-l 
if(nml .eq.0)return 
do 20 k=l,nm inl 
j = k
k p l= k + l
colmax=cabs(w(ip(k),k))/d(ip(k)) 
do 11 i= kpl,n
awikov= cabs(w(ip(i), k))/d(ip(i)) 
if(awikov.le.colmax) go to 11 
colmax=awikov
j= i
11 continue 
if(colmax.eq.0) go to 999 
ipk=ip(j)
if(j.eq.k)go to 21
ip(j)=ip(k)
ip(k)=ipk
21 d o 2 0 i= k p l,n
w(ip(i),k)= w(ip(i),k)/w(ipk,k) 
ratio=-w(ip(i),k)
do 20 j= kp l,n
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w(ip(i),j) =ratio*w(ipk,j)+ w(ip(i),j)
20 continue
if((cabs(w(ip(n), n))). ne. 0.) iflag=2 
return
999 write(80,200)
200 format(lx,’something is amiss!’) 
return 
end
cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
subroutine hankr(xx,hl0,h20,hl 1 ,h21 ,b,y,bl ,y 1 ,id)
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
c
c computes zeroth and first order hankel functions (second 
c kind) for real arguments 
c
c written by j. richmond, the progam has been modified to output the 
c bessel,neumann and hankel functions (first and second kinds) for a 
c given argument
c this version is used in the main program sexpan that is written for 
c use on the cray. 
c
cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
data pi,tpi,cone,czero,unitim/3.14159265359,6.283185306,(l.,0 .),( 
10.,0.),(0.,l.)/
complex hl0,h20,hll,h21 
real d,dx,c,ea,eb,fa,fb 
x=abs(xx) 
dx=x
if(dx.lt.l.e-08)go to 995 
if(x.ge.3)go to 10 
c=dx*dx/9.
d=(log(dx)-0.69314718056)*0.63661977237 
if(id.eq.l)go to 8
b=(((((.21e-3*c-.39444e-2)*c+0.444479e-l)*c-0.3163866)*
& c + . 12656208e+l)*c-2.2499997)*c+ 1. 
y=d*b+0.36746691+(((((-0.24846e-3*c+0.427916e-2)*c 
& -0.4261214e-l)*c+0.25300117)*c-0.74350384)*c 
& +0.60559366)*c
h20=cmplx(b,-y)
hl0=cmplx(b,y)
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if(id.eq.0)retum
cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
c the bessel and neumann functions of order 1 are computed here 
c for 0 < x < 3
cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
8 bl=((((((0.1109e-4*c-0.31761e-3)*c+0.443319e-2)*c
& -0.3954289e-l)*c+0.21093573)*c-0.56249985)*c+0.5)*dx 
yl =d*bl +((((((.27873e-2*c-0.400976e-l)*c+0.3123951)*c 
& -1.3164827)*c+2.1682709)*c+0.2212091)*c 
& -0.6366197724)/dx
h21 =cmplx(bl,-yl)
hll=cm plx(bl,yl)
return
10 d=3.0d0/dx
c=l./sqrt(dx) 
if(id.eq.l)go to 18
ea=c*((((((0.14476e-3*d-0.72805e-3)*d+0.137237e-2)*d 
& -0.9512e-4)*d-0.552740e-2)*d-0.77e-6)*d+0.797884560803) 
fa=(((((0.13558e-3*d-0.29333e-3)*d-.54125e-3)*d 
& +0.262573e-2)*d-0.3954e-4)*d-0.4166397e-l)*d 
& -0.785398163397+dx
b=ea*cos(fa)
y=ea*sin(fa)
h20=cmplx(b,-y)
hl0=cmplx(b,y)
if(id.eq.0)retum
cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
c the bessel and neumann functions of order 1 are computed here 
c for 3 < x < infinity
cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
18 eb=c*((((((-0.20033e-3*d+0.113653e-2)*d-0.249511e-2)*d
& + 0 .17105e-g3)*d+0.1659667e-l)*d+0.156e-5)*d 
& +0.797884560803)
fb=(((((-0.29166e-3*d+0.79824e-3)*d+0.74348e-3)*d
& -0.637879e-2)*d+0.5650e-4)*d+0.12499612)*d 
& -2.356194490192+dx 
bl =eb*cos(fb) 
yl =eb*sin(fb) 
h21 = cmplx(b 1, -y 1) 
hll=cm plx(bl,yl) 
go to 999
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995 hl0=czero 
h20=czero 
h21 =czero 
h ll  =czero
999 return 
end
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program fft
c This program calculates the impulse response given the frequency 
c response.
implicit none 
integer i, num
real pi, temp, speedl, deltaf 
complex datax(16384)
c constants
speedl = 3.0E8 
pi = acos(-l.O)
c increment in frequency 
deltaf = 10.0E6
c begin main code
write(6,*) ’ enter the number of points N ’ 
write(6,*) ’ where N is an integer power of 2 ’ 
write(6,*) ’ the number of frequencies = (N/2 + 1) ’ 
read(5,*) num
if ( num .gt. 16384 ) then 
num = 2
write(6,*) ’ the number is too big’ 
endif
c open the file with the frequency information
open(unit=12, file= ’ffeq.in’, status = ’unknown’)
c open the output file
open(unit=30,file=’impulse.out’,status=’unknown’) 
c read in the frequency data points
do i = 1, num/2.0 + 1 
read(12,*) temp, datax(i)
enddo
c calculate the conjugate frequency data points 
do i = num/2.0 + 2, num
datax(i) = conjg(datax((num/2.0)-(i-(num/2.0 + 2)))) 
enddo
c compute the inverse Fourier transform 
call forier(datax,num,l)
c write the output to a file with the x axis in nanoseconds 
do i = 1, num
write(30,*) (i*lE9)/(deltaf*num), real(datax(i)) 
enddo
close(unit= 12) 
close(unit=30)
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stop
end
subroutine forier(datax,nn,isign)
c this subroutine was taken from the book numerical recipes pp394-395 
c the isign values are switched since the book defines the ffit differently 
c this subroutine computes the fourier or inverse fourier transform 
c if isign = -1 it computes the fast fourier transform
c if isign = 1 it computes the inverse fast fourier transform 
c datax = this is the input vector and also the output vector 
c nn = the number of samples
c note: ******** nn must be an integer multiple of 2 ******** 
c isign = determines if the fourier or inverse fourier transform is 
c computed
implicit none
integer nn, isign, n, j, i, m, mmax, istep 
double precision wr, wi, wpr, wpi, wtemp, theta 
real data(2*16384), tempr, tempi
complex datax(16384) 
do 100 i = 1, nn
data(2*i-l) = dble(real(datax(i))) 
data(2*i) = dble(aimag(datax(i)))
100 continue 
n = 2*nn 
j = 1
do 11 i = 1, n, 2 
if (j .gt. i) then
tempr = data(j) 
tempi = data(j +  l) 
data(j) = data(i) 
data(j + l) = data(i+l) 
data(i) = tempr 
data(i+l) = tempi
endif 
m = n/2
if ( (m .ge. 2) .and. (j .gt. m )) then 
j = j - m 
m = m/2 
goto 1
endif
1
I l l
• • •J =  J +  m
11 continue 
mmax =  2
2 if  ( n .gt. mmax) then 
istep =  2*mmax
theta -  6.28318530717959D0/(isign*mmax) 
wpr =  -2.0D0*dsin(0.5D0*theta)**2.0 
wpi =  dsin(theta)
wr =  1.0D0 
wi =  O.ODO 
do 13 m =  1, mmax, 2
do 12 i =  m, n, istep 
j =  i +  mmax
tempr =  sngl(wr)*data®-sngl(wi)*data(j+1) 
tempi =  sngl(wr)*data(j+l)+sngl(wi)*data®  
data® =  data® - tempr
data(j+l) =  data(i+l) - tempi 
data® =  data® +  tempr 
data(i+l) =  data(i+l) +  tempi
12 continue 
wtemp =  wr
wr =  wr*wpr - wi*wpi +  wr 
wi =  wi*wpr +  wtemp*wpi +  wi
13 continue 
mmax =  istep 
goto 2
endif
do 200 i = 1, nn
datax(i) = cmplx(sngl(data(2*i-l)),sngl(data(2*i))) 
if  ( isign .eq. 1 ) datax(i) =  datax®/real(nn)
200 continue 
return 
end
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program slab
c this program calculates the scattering from an infinite slab at normal 
c incidence. The frequencies below 2 GHz are padded with zeros to 
c be consistent with the measurements. Many frequencies above the 
c maximum frequency are padded with zeros for a subsequent FFT 
c program.
c The file ’freq.in’ is an output file that is used by a subsequent 
c program to generate the impulse response. It is an input file for 
c another program.
c The file ’mag.out’ is the magnitude of the backscattered electric 
c field.
implicit none 
integer i
real pi, speedl, freq, zl, zO, 1, b, r, er 
real b2, deltaf, fmax 
complex j, zin, gamma
c constants
j = cmplx(0,l) 
pi = acos(-l.O) 
speedl = 3.0e8
c er is the dielectric constant 
er = 4.5
c parameters
c zl is the intrinsic impedance of free space 
zl = 120*pi
c zO is the intrinsic impedance of the dielectric 
zO = zl/sqrt(er)
c 1 is the length or depth of the dielectric
c 1 = 0.0508
1 = (8.0/16.0)*0.0254
c deltaf is the separation of the frequency samples 
deltaf = 0.1E8
c r is a range factor used to center the time domain output 
r = speedl/(2.0*deltaf)
c start main code
open(unit=12,file = ’freq.in’,status = ’unknown’) 
open(unit= 14,file= ’mag. out’,status = ’unknown’) 
write(6,*) ’ enter maximum frequency in GHz ’ 
read(5,*) fmax
do 100 i = 1, (fmax*le9)/(deltaf) + 1 
freq = (i-l)*deltaf
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b =  2*pi*freq*sqrt(er)/speedl
zin =  zO*((zl+j*z0*tan(b*l))/(zO+j*zl*tan(b*l)))
gamma =  (zin-120*pi)/(zin+120*pi)
b2 =  2*pi/(speedl/freq)
if  ( freq .It. 2e9 ) then 
write(12,*) freq, cmplx(O.O,O.O)
else
write(12,*) freq, (gamma*cexp(j*b2*r)) 
write(14,*) freq/(le9),
& 10*logl0(real(gamma*cexp(j*b2*4)*
& conjg(gamma*cexp(j*b2*r))))
endif
100 continue
c pad the output with zeros
do 200 i =  (fmax*le9)/(deltaf) +  2, 20*((fmax*le9)/(deltaf)+l) 
freq =  (i-l)*deltaf 
write(12,*) freq, cmplx(0.0,0.0)
200 continue
close(unit=12)
close(unit=14)
stop
end
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